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Polymeric layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly offers a pathway for multifunctional / 
multicomponent materials with molecular-scale control of stratified structures. Among 
the wide variety nanoscale building blocks such as nanowires and nanodots, single-
walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are regarded as one of the most versatile because of 
their superior mechanical and electrical properties as well as geometrical perfection. In 
this thesis, LBL assembled SWNT thin film nanocomposites with high mechanical 
strength/toughness and with high electrical/optical properties are presented. Exceptional 
exfoliation state of SWNTs and controlled nm-thick layered structures are the basis for 
achieving tunable physical properties. Highly anisotropic features of SWNTs are 
translated into 2 dimensional alignments by meniscus combing technique during LBL 
assemblies. Advanced LBL assemblies by dewetting methods are also introduced, which 
significantly accelerate the process with improved lateral organization of nanowires. 
Furthermore, SWNT composite coating on commodity cotton yarns produced intelligent 
electronic textiles (e-textiles) with intrinsic humidity sensibility. This e-textile has been 
further combined with antigen/antibody sensing capability in order to develop a selective 
albumin biosensor which provides a direct route for the application of these materials as 
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A. Layer-by-Layer Nano-Scale Assembly 
Our modern era is now experiencing new materials revolution initiated by nano-
science. Among many dimensions of nanosciences, nano-scale assemblies provide one of 
the most practical tools to improve our daily life by providing advanced nano-scale 
functional materials. Nanoscale materials, although finding their new properties is still 
under active research, allow us to select materials with functional continuity and with 
new exclusive functionality. This nanoscale assembly covers wide spectrums of chemical 
and physical processes. Top-down and bottom-up classification are also used by the 
construction methods of nanoscale objects. There are many reviews
1-5
 on the 
classification of nanoscale process. Here, as the nanoprocess already becomes a big 
general term, we focus on „layer-by-layer assembly‟ which is one of two-dimensional 
bottom-up chemical nano-assembly techniques driven by supra-molecular interactions.  
Layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly has been introduced since early 1990s.
6
 The 
assembly has been systematically built as collective nanofabrication tools by a few 




 and N. Kotov
12, 13
 during mid 1990s. This 
2 
LBL assembly is currently one of the most dynamic nanofabrication techniques because 
of its versatility, simplicity, robustness, and nanostructural controllability. First, LBL is 
versatile in materials selection and combination. Ideally, perfect monolayers of organic 











 and even viruses
19, 20
 can 
be coated on a desired substrate such as silicon, glass, metal, polymers, biological soft 
materials, and even micro-/nano- objects. Second, LBL is simple in operating process. 
The LBL process is generally consisted with three steps of dipping, rinsing, and drying. 
Thus, the whole process can be easily automated and scaled-up. Third, LBL assembly is 
robust by its reproducible material structures and qualities. Forth, LBL has unique 
nanostructural controllability because the thickness of each layers can be tuned in 1 ~ 100 
nm ranges by varying LBL process conditions. More details about the advantages of LBL 
assemblies for materials structures, molecular characteristics, functional properties, and 
applications are discussed in the following chapters.  
The original LBL assembly was introduced as a preparation technique of ultrathin 
multilayer films of two polymers: polyanion and polycation. Thus, this electrostatic 
attraction provides mechanistic understanding of LBL assembly although the actual 
driving forces of LBL assembly are the combinations of all exerting weak forces such as 
van der Waals, hydrogen, and hydrophobic interactions. Schematics in figure 1 
summarize the operating procedures of LBL assemblies. Generally, this LBL assembly 
builds nano-architecture layers of at least two components and more. The unique features 
of LBL structures are originated from (a) strong molecular binding between adjacent 
3 
layers and to whole LBL structures because each layering adsorption happens by 
overcoming stabilization forces of a solution and (b) nano-thin layers whose qualities are 
guaranteed by rinsing steps. This traditional concept of LBL assembly developed to 
fabrication of molecularly organized nanocomposites by substituting one polymeric 
component to other functional materials such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs), 
aluminosilicate platelets, semiconducting nanoparticles, and inorganic NWs. Recently, a 
new processing techniques have been introduced as advanced LBL assemblies, which 
include the dewetting mode LBL assembly without rinsing steps
17
 or the inorganic-only 
LBL assembly with nanoparticles.
21




Figure 1 Schematic representations of the traditional layer-by-layer assembly. One 
complete LBL cycle consists of adsorption of polycation, rinsing of excess polycation, 
adsorption of polyanion, and rinsing of excess polyanion. Repeating this cycle forms 
LBL multi-layers.  
4 
The functional materials by LBL assembly were developed to fill the challenges 
in conventional nanocomopsite applications and to open a new novel complex material 
utilization. First, engineering materials provide continuous research opportunities for the 
current industrial applications. The particular interest of these polymeric nanocomposite 





 Example lists of these specific properties for the current 









 thin films have been introduced or are now 
being actively prepared by LBL assembly of structural nanocomposites. Second, 
exceptional structural advantages of LBL assembled nanocomposites, however, drove 









 tissue engineering scaffolds,
30




Among all the nano functional materials, CNTs are the frontiers of these 
researches because of significantly improved and unusual properties.  Besides having 
been one of the most widely used nano-fillers in LBL functional nanocomposites, the 
CNTs are available with commercialized standard qualities, which is one of the most 
crucial challenges for emerging technologies like nano-science. It allows general 
comparative standards about the efficiencies of transferring the properties of nanoblocks 
into organized LBL composites because of the large quantity availability with widely 
known materials performances unlike laboratory prepared nanomaterials. From the 
5 
subsection, the detailed information of these CNT nanocomposites and their functional 
properties is presented and matched with real-world potential applications.  
 
Table 1. List of multicomponent composite properties for current industrial applications  
Elemental property Specific property for industrial applications 
Physical / Chemical 
Controlling gas permeability, Anti-corrosion,  
Oxidation resistance 
Electrical 
Electrostatic discharge (ESD),  
Electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding,  
Lightening strike protection, Conducting adhesives  
Thermal 
Thermal conductivity, Thermal expansion,  
Thermal protection 
Mechanical 
Toughness, Modulus, Tensile strength, Shear strength, 
Compression strength,   
 
B. Carbon Nanotubes as Nano-Building Blocks 
CNTs are rolled-up structures of a perfect hexagonal carbon crystal molecular 
sheet as a tubular cylinder. As the carbon crystal sheet, a graphene, is the strongest 
known material and a zero-band gap semiconductor, CNTs have shown many unique 
mechanical and electrical properties by the rolling direction types and the number of 
walls: single-walled and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs, MWNTs). Stiffness 
and toughness of CNTs are arguably known as about up to 1 TPa and 300 GPa, 
respectively.
32
 SWNTs are tough due to inward-collapse and plastic deformation,
33
 
whereas MWNTs have shown unique „sword-in-sheath‟ breakage pattern.
32
   
6 
Electrically, a SWNT can be either semiconducting or metallic, which can be calculated 
by the chiral vecter indices (n, m) of graphene layer.
34
 Although separation of each type 
and production techniques of one structural kind are actively under development, overall 
one-third of bulk SWNTs are metallic and the rest are semiconducting. Besides the 
properties of each CNT, the type distribution of CNTs collectively affects the macro-
scale performance of composites. Thus, the identification of CNTs type as well as 
controlling the distribution ratio is critical research factors for the assembly of CNT 
multilayers. Raman spectroscopy is widely used to extract the information of individual 
CNT structures and types.
35, 36
 Furthermore, theoretical predictions of each type of CNTs 




Usually, the length of CNTs varies m to cm ranges so that the extremely high 
aspect ratios of CNTs in nano-scale dimensions further enrich the application potentials. 
However, given the hydrophobic graphene and smooth crystalline walls, dispersion of 
CNTs still remains as grand challenges. Collective van der Waals forces, which exert in a 
CNT bundle and preventing exfoliation, dramatically increase as the length increases. 
Thus, currently only limited lengths under 100 m long CNTs are employed as solution 
processing of CNT, which is the pre-requirements of LBL assemblies. Furthermore, two 
typical dispersion techniques of CNTs, which are oxidation of CNTs and interfacing with 
stabilizers, severely degrade, or at least modify, the properties of CNTs. Overall, tipping 
point of LBL assembly of CNTs originate from the widespread difficulties of uniform 
dispersion as well as precise controlled structural casting into a solid composite by 
7 
conventional composite processing techniques. Before we elaborate on the details of 
CNT LBL assembled nanocomposites, common materials principles and significant 
structural factors of CNT nanocomposites are briefly analyzed in two physical 
dimensions- mechanical and electrical properties.   
 
1. Structural Factors of Strong CNT Nanocomposites 
High mechanical properties are usually originated from high loading, uniform, 
and controlled dispersion of CNTs, and enhanced molecular interactions. For examples, 
Vigolo et al. developed a strong fiber with oriented SWNTs along its axis by means of 
flow induced spinning process.
39
 They improved understanding of surfactant / SNWT / 
water mixture system in order to optimize the amount of surfactant to produce stable 
dispersion of SWNTs. With re-condensation of dispersed SWNTs in PVA solution and 
efficient introduction of CNT alignments, they could achieve SWNT – PVA composite 
fiber with exceptional orientation and loading of SWNTs. Following this spinning 
method, Dalton et al. achieved a super tough carbon nanotube fiber which has σult = 1.8 
GPa and K = 570 J/g with 60 wt% of SWNT loading.
40, 41
 
Although high content of organized CNTs is the crucial clues of successful 
transfer of nano-scale CNTs‟ properties to macro-scale composites, however, the 
derivation to SWNT-polymer matrix interfacial bonding and the compositional impurities 
have been very poorly presented in the previous examples. To understand these effects, 
we need to search other classes of CNT reinforced composites, randomly oriented bulk 
8 
composites whose particular interests are how to achieve improved interfacial bonding 
and homogeneous distribution between CNTs and a matrix polymer. To this, many tried a 
load-transfer analysis
42
 by observing fracture behavior in CNT composites
43-45
 and by 
measuring energy of CNT pull-out from matrix.
46-48
 Molecular simulation of CNT-
polymer interaction reveals that just 1% of chemical bond formation can improve the 
modulus of a composite by over an order of magnitude.
49, 50
 Cadek et al. suggested that 
the increased surface area
51
 and crystallization of matrix polymer
52
 can further improve 
the reinforcement efficiency of a CNT filled composite. Shortly, the factors to affect the 
mechanical properties of a composite are loading ratio of CNTs, organization of CNTs, 
interfacial bonding between CNTs and matrix, properties of polymer matrix, and 
exfoliation of CNTs. The more details of this mechanical strength topic are presented in 
the chapter II.  
 
2. Basic Principles of Electrically Conductive CNT Nanocomposites 
The most basic concept of electrical conductivities of a CNT composite is 
percolation theory in which the volume scalar ratio of conductive CNTs predicts the 
electrical conductivity of composites
53, 54
 because the series of these CNTs form 
interconnected transport routes through insulating matrix. With advanced tools to control 
the nano-morphology of CNT networks, however, the recent efforts to improve electrical 
properties of CNT materials are more focusing on the physical/chemical states and the 
distribution structures of CNTs in a composites such as porosity,
55








 and types of CNTs,
58, 59
 than the volume of CNTs.
60
 For 
example, controlled morphology of CNT distribution throughout the polymer matrix can 
dramatically reduce the percolation threshold,
57, 61
 which is the minimum CNT volume 
ratio to make a composite to be an electrical conductor. The more details of this electrical 
property of CNT composites are further discussed in the chapter III.  
 Although specific factor optimization to the desired properties needs to be varied 
as shown in the brief survey, the common requirements of advanced CNT 
nanocomposites are (1) uniform or controlled CNT dispersion, (2) modulated interfaces 
between CNTs and matrix, (3) proper selection of polymer matrix, (4) directional 
organization of CNTs, and (5) the ability to tune nano-structures precisely. Layer-by-
Layer (LBL) assembly, which satisfies almost all of these desirable processing 
requirements, provides one of the most efficient manipulation tools of CNTs in precise 
nano-scale organized structures. In addition to this molecular manipulation of CNTs, the 
unique advantages of LBL assembly of CNT suggest anisotropic layered organization 
with well-known structure controlling factors, unprecedented uniform and dense loading 
of CNTs, and high quality ultrathin film with conformable structure even on a complex 
geometry substrate.  
 
C. Review of LBL Assembly with CNTs 
The primary advantages of LBL assembly of CNTs include (1) uniform 
dispersion of CNTs into a composite which is enabled by direct adsorption of CNTs from 
10 
a solution to a solid state without phase segregation, (2) tunable multi-functional 
properties of a composite which is enabled by accurately controlled multi-component 
nano-layers, and (3) simple, robust, and versatile processibility of CNT nano-thin 
composite coating. The early pioneering work of CNT LBL assembly is the introduction 
of successful conquest over dispersion challenges of CNTs in polymer composites. 
Mamedov et al.
15
 reported that exceptionally uniform dispersion of SWNTs in nano-thin 
layered structures showed great potential in their mechanical properties even with weak 
polymers, which has drawn broad attention from various disciplines. Notable mechanical 
functionalities of the SWNT LBL composite are originated by not just uniform dispersion, 
but also high loading of CNTs and functional activated interfacial bondings between 
CNTs and polyelectrolyte matrix, poly(ethylene imine) (PEI).  Successive experimental 
reports confirmed that LBL assembly of SWNTs indeed allowed exceptional exfoliation 
and homogeneous dispersion in a polymeric composite
62
 and nano-scale stepwise 
deposition of CNTs showed tremendous potential promise for development of a wide 
range of functional materials.
63-66
 The loading of CNTs in LBL assembled composites 
can be controlled in the range of 10 %
22
 to 75 %
67
, which depends on many variables of 
LBL assembly such as LBL polymer matrix, stabilizer of CNTs, process conditions, and 
so forth. The layered growth by dipping is usually linear with constant slope
68, 69
 and the 
surface roughness of each layers rely on the layer growth rate and the thickness of each 
layer
69
 although it is limited within nano-scale ranges, which allow precise organization 
controls during CNT LBL assembly. The adsorption interaction between CNTs and 








 and later modified to strong covalent bonds
68
. The features of LBL 
assembly were also effective to various sizes of carbon nanomaterials including 
MWNTs,
63






The unusual properties of CNTs are modulated in LBL assembled 
nanocomposites by mix-matching with complementary polymeric LBL partners. For their 
uses as sensors, cell scaffolds, drug delivery carrier, fuel cell membranes, and sesnsors, 
the judicial selection of polymeric matrix in LBL assembly is required for enhancing the 
performances in the field of application. The scopes of macromolecules as a CNT‟s LBL 
counter partner are extended from conventional LBL polymers such as poly(vinyl alcohol) 
(PVA),
22
 poly(allylamine hydrocholoride) (PAH),
29
 poly(ethylene imine) (PEI),
15, 74
 
poly(diallyldimethyl ammonium choloride) (PDDA), poly(acrylic acid) (PAA),
30
 to 














 prussian blue (PB)
81, 82
 and to bio 





 antimicrobial lysozyme (LSZ),
84
 antisense oligodeoxynucleotide 
(ASODN) enzymes.
85
  In the following subsections, detailed examples of CNT LBL 




1. Electrical Conductor Applications  
The combination of exceptional nano-organization of LBL assembly and unique 
electrical properties of CNTs has opened wide research opportunities. In 2005, 
Kovtyukhova et al. reported that LBL composites of densely distributed SWNTs have 
highly anisotropic electrical properties because of layered structures.
64
 The conductivity 
differences between in-plane and out-of-plane directions are more than factor of three so 
that great potential to property modulation were suggested with ultrathin film thickness 
controls.
64, 86
 The same research team further demonstrated p-n hetero junction diodes on 
Au nanowires with high rectifying efficiency, which was fabricated by mixed LBL 
assembly of SWNTs, conductive polymer (PANI), and semiconducting nanoparticles on 
Au nanowires.
65
 In this research, the features of SWNT LBL films were highly p-type 
conductive, ultrathin to coat over Au nanowires, and stable to provide junction 
performances even after alumina membreanes dissolution. As a way to improve the 
electrical properties of LBL assembled CNT nanocomposites, Shim et al. reported that 
electrical conductivities are depended on micro-/nano-scale continuous conductive path 
by the analysis specific to molecular structures of LBL composites
22
 Following this 




C were suggested to form tighter 
SWNT connections whose in-situ measurements of nano-structural changes during 
treatments were demonstrated. These treatments improved the electrical conductivities of 
SWNT LBL film by two orders of magnitude. Furthermore, they revealed that LBL 
assembled SWNT composites were up to 10 times stronger than SWNT-only mats. The 
films were suggested to be used as high performance transparent conductors (TCs), 
13 
which justified the advantages of SWNT LBL composites as new class electronic 
materials.
22
 These high electrical properties of SWNT LBL films were further 
demonstrated as low cost, high efficient polymeric thin film transistor (TFT) by Xue et 
al.
87
 The same team further suggested that these micro-patterned electronic devices could 
be fabricated on a highly flexible substrate by LBL assembly.
88
     
Among the applications of these properties, TCs provide direct commercialization 
opportunities utilizing precise nano-scale organization of LBL assembly of SWNTs. Yu 
et al. reported a SWNT/PDDA LBL composite with 2.5 kohm/sq at 86.5% light 
transmittance
89
 and they further formed the similar LBL coating as a transparent surface 
electrode on a PVDF actuator whose audio speaker performances were demonstrated as 
excellent.
90
 Ham et al. utilized conductive PEDOT/PSS with SWNTs to form TCs by 
LBL assembly
75
 although the TC performances are lower than SWNT-only mats, Bucky 
papers. The competitive TC performances of SWNT LBL composites compared to 
conventional ITOs were reported by Shim et al., whose TC coating with vigorous acid 
doping demonstrated lower than 100 ohm/sq at 80% light transmittance.
91
 Unlike other 
processes for SWNT nanomats- bucky-papers, simple and easy to scale-up processibilty 
of LBL assembly and the high mechanical integrity of SWNT LBL composites make 
them to be a viable alternative option of TC materials of choice. As extension of TC 
properties, Jain et al. reported that durable electrochromic devices, which usually require 
high transparency, high contrast, low surface roughness, accurate thickness control, and 
fast ion conductivity, were fabricated by LBL assembly of poly[2-(3-thienyl) ethoxy-4-
butylsulfonate / poly(allylamine hydrochloride) on SWNT electrodes.
92
      
14 
2. Sensor applications  
A great deal of SWNT nanocomposites fabricated LBL assembly techniques were 
applied to physical/chemical sensors by utilizing (1) electrical property change of CNTs 
by chemical species, (2) electrochemical responses of counter LBL partner of CNTs, (3) 
structural deformation induced electrical resistance changes of a composite, or (4) 
specially designed micro-/nano-electrical mechanical system (MEMS/NEMS) devices. 
Typical examples of monitoring physical and chemical states by CNT LBL composites 
are demonstrated by Loh et al. They reported that a strain sensor by tailored 
piezoresistive response
26
 and a pH sensing strips sensitive enough to monitor 
environment changes caused by corrosion of metal structures
76
 were constructed by 
SWNT/PVA and SWNT/PANI LBL composites, respectively. Detection targets of 














 were often detected by amperometric measurements of CNT LBL 
nanocomposites utilizing the combinations of electrocatalytic activities, electrochemical 
sensitivities of CNTs and various materials immobilization given by versatile selections 
of LBL assembly. Environmental changes like humidity are easily monitored by CNT 
LBL composites.
103
      
The integration of LBL assembled composites into MEMS/NEMS devices are 
new fusion technology of top-down and bottom-up nano-process.
104
 CNTs are also 
leading these frontiers owing to their unique electrical and mechanical properties. The 
LBL assembled SWNT nanocomposites were patterned as flexible micro-cantilever 
15 
arrays whose movements were demonstrated by Xue et al.
105
 This CNT LBL micro-
cantilever can find future applications in biosensors and micro-valve for microfluidic 
structure channels. As another recent important progress, highly efficient nanomembrane 
micro-sensor platforms by MEMS devices were developed by SWNT LBL composites
28
 
following ultrathin membrane design concepts.
106
 The thickness of freely suspended 
sensors could be varied from 7 to 26 nm due to strong mechanical properties of SWNT 
LBL composites. Kang et al. claims that this freely suspended nanomembrane array open 
a breakthrough path to new nano-membrane micro-sonsors by exceptional sensitivity, 
versatile multi-component functionality, and extreme stability.
28
   
 
3. Fuel Cell Applications  
Combined with unique merit of LBL assemblies such as nano-thin orgarnized 
structures, controlled porosity, and free selection of ionic matrix, fuel cell proton 
exchange membranes (PEMs) were constructed by LBL assembled CNT nanocomposites 
as highly conductive and chemically durable electrodes.
27, 107-109
 Michel et al. reported 
that CNTs wrapped with Nafion and Pt catalysts showed unusual fuel cell performances 
when they are LBL assembled to a fuel cell PEM, which is featured with nano-scale 
optimized electron/proton movements, simple, low cost production, and efficient 
utilization of Pt catalysts as well as with mechanical strength, high electrical, high 
thermal conductivities, and stable chemical durability.
27
 This LBL scheme is further 
adapted as blending techniques between proton exchange Nafion and CNTs to nano-layer 
16 
controlled structures, whose aim is to improve proton conduction efficiency at high 
operating temperature.
110
 Interestingly, biofuel cell applications were also developed by 
CNT/poly-l-(lysine)/fungal laccase LBL assembly, which features electrical potential 
generation by stable enzyme immobilization.
111
    
 
4. Nano-/Micro-shell LBL Coatings and Biomedical Applications 
These LBL assembly principles are effective not only on bulk planar surfaces but 
also on micro-/nano- complex objects which may have potential applications such as in 
biomedicine and biocompatible micro-prosthetic devices. For these complex coatings, 
two design schemes associated with CNTs are introduced. The first is assembling CNT 
LBL films over microspheres. Starting from Sano et al.‟s initial success reports of hollow 
carbon micro-vessels in 2002,
112
 the efforts have been directed to improve the properties 
micro-spherical shells such as strength, permeability, and porosity,
113, 114
 and to modify 
production process by changing types of microsphere template
113, 115
 or by adding 
calcination to remove polymers.
114
 Various types of micro-objects by desires can be used 
as templates for LBL assemblies. Coating over soft-microcapsules were developed to 
protect liposome by CNT reinforced LBL composites.
29
 Pan et al. reported that 
electrospun polystyrene (PS) microfibers were employed as a template of MWNT LBL 
composites.
116
 By dissolving of PS, hollow micro-tubular structures of MWNT LBL 
nanocompsites were obtained easily.  
17 
The other types of nanoshell designs are direct LBL assemblies over CNT strands 
like templates. Artyukhin et al. reported that SWNTs attached with ionic pyrene 
derivatives were successfully wrapped by polymeric LBL assemblies.
117
 This technique 
has been further applied to produce porous indium oxide nanotubes which may be useful 
as toxic gas detectors.
118
 Du et al. reported that nano-tubular structures of indium oxide 
produced by LBL assembly over CNT strands and purified by calcinations greatly expand 
their active surface areas and simultaneous improved sensitivity over NH3 gas.
118
 As 
other examples, stable bio-molecule coatings over MWNTs were demonstrated by Liu et 
al.
119
 They formed a thick and molecular brick like rigid -cyclodextrin layers over a 
MWNT by LBL assembly techniques. Certainly, this biomolecule wrapping of CNTs 
were proved to be effective tools to intracellular delivery of biomedicine.
85
 Jia et al, 
reported that anti-cancer enzymes, ASODNs, and fluorescent labeling quantum dots 
coated on MWNTs by LBL assembly were successfully injected into tumor cells.
85
 Thus, 
further developments of LBL assembly over CNT nano-objects may be needed for the 
future biomedicine or tissue engineering application.  
Along with above structural controls, biomedical functionality and cell interface 
compatibility tests were performed with CNT LBL nanocomposites. Following cellular 
adhesion experiments,
120
 Gheith et al. reported that neural cells and their neurite growth 
were enhanced by electrical stimulus through CNT LBL composites,
30
 which was the 
first observation of cellular interactions to CNT materials by electrical potential. 
Furthermore, these neural cell tests were extended to the differentiation of embryonic 
neural stem cells on CNT LBL nanocomposites.
74
 These live cell interface experiments 
18 
corroborate that CNT LBL composites are indeed one of viable functional materials 
options for biomedical implant, prosthetic devices, and stem cell growth platforms.   
Another type of biocompatible, blood-compatible surface tests were performed on 
LBL assembled CNT/PLGA nanocomposites for the aim of thromboresistance 
suppression to foreign artificial blood prostheses.
83
  In contrast to this biocompatible, 
anti-fouling or antimicrobial coating provides also good application examples of LBL 
assembly. Nepal et al. designed LBL assembly of antimicrobial lysozyme (LSZ) with 
CNTs for the aim of improving mechanical properties of surfaces.
84
 The nanoindentation 
measurement, however, needs to be careful to determine the Young‟s modulus and 
hardness of LBL film, because the substrate effect is so significant in a thin film. The 
suggestion of valid measurement condition is no dipper than 10% of total thickness as 
indicated by Pavoor et al.
121
    
  
D. Research Overview 
As presented in the previous discussion, the LBL assembly of CNT – polymer 
hybrid composites has unique abilities to transfer many useful physicochemical 
properties of SWNTs into macro-scale thin films. Some of the key features include (1) 
preservation of the exfoliated state of SWNTs from solution to solid state, (2) 
controllable molecularly-thin layered organization of SWNTs and polymer, (3) 
exceptionally high loading of SWNTs in a composite.  
19 
Following the first introduction of CNT LBL assembly from our group, I studied 
the nanostructures, chemical compositions, and post-assembly optimization treatments 
for the application of the ultra-strong and tough materials as well as the next generation 
flexible transparent conductive thin films. The high mechanical strength of a SWNT-
PVA LBL composite is a result of strong interfacial molecular bonding from chemical 
cross-linking treatment, and high and uniform SWNT loading with 2-dimensional 
architectures. 
High-loading of SWNTs with molecularly thin PVA binder provided high 
electrical conductivity integrated with mechanical strength and flexibility. I also found 
that super-acid treated thin LBL coating of SWNTs demonstrated exceptional 
transparency and electrical conductivity as well as flexibility, unlike weakly bound 
SWNT-only networks. The combination of high mechanical and electrical properties 
tailored by nano-scale hybrid architectures and optimization chemistries are the 
fundamental elements of numerous potential applications. 
I also introduced a three dimensional CNT nanocomposite coating process that 
transformed ordinary cotton threads into intelligent material for electronic textiles (e-
textiles). Important characteristics of e-textiles include weavablity, wearability, light 
weight, and “smart” functionalities as well as chemical/mechanical durability and high 
electrical conductivity. Efficient charge transport through the network of nanotubes and 
the possibility to engineer tunneling junctions make them promising materials for many 
high knowledge-content garments. Along with integrated humidity sensing, I 
20 
demonstrated that CNT/cotton threads can be used to detect albumin, the most abundant 
protein in blood, with high sensitivity and selectivity.  
Although traditional LBL assembly has many features including nano-scale 
hierarchical structures, the deposition process is slow and it is difficult to control the in-
plane structure. To overcome these shortcomings, I introduced two new advanced LBL 
assembly techniques: ‘dewetting LBL’, which dramatically increases and simplifies the 
LBL process by eliminating the rinsing steps and features unique lateral organizations, 
and ‘SWNT combing’, which efficiently aligns SWNTs during LBL assemblies. The 
nano-scale lateral organizations from both processes are governed by the surface tension 
of the dewetting meniscus and the hydrodynamic drag forces of near-wall microflows. 
These techniques are useful for designing sophisticated molecular architectures as well as 
improving material performances of SWNT nanocomposites.  
21 
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Mechanical Properties of CNT LBL Composites 
A. Survey of Mechanical Characteristics of Carbon Nanotube Composites 
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are the rolled-up form of graphene 
sheets, the strongest currently known materials.
1
 The Young’s modulus (stiffness) and 
ultimate strength of SWNTs are theoretically estimated to be E ~1 TPa, σult ~ 300 GPa
2
 , 
and experimentally determined to be E ~0.64 TPa, σult ~ 37 GPa.
1
 SWNTs are also 
extremely tough due to their hollow structures which allow energy to be absorbed by 
making inward collapse and plastic deformation.
3
 These exceptional mechanical 
properties of SWNTs as well as multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) have attracted 
significant research attention for their potential use as reinforcing fillers for polymeric 
composites. However, macro-scale composites made from carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 
have not yet fully produced the impressive mechanical characteristics possessed by their 
nanoscale constituents. The individual nanoscale building blocks underperform when 
they are incorporated into composites due to inefficient stress transfer with the polymer 
matrix.  This represents one of the most challenging problems in materials science, and 




The road to practical realization of such composites lies through careful structural 
design of the materials and control of the polymer-nanotube interface. Molecular and 
nanoscale engineering of different hybrid organic–inorganic materials can be 
accomplished by using the layer-by-layer assembly (LBL) technique of composite 
manufacturing. Compared to the traditional extrusion, mixing, supercritical liquid 
processing, and other methods of bulk composite preparation, LBL possesses key 
advantages for nano-scale organization, such as high degree of structural control, ability 
to incorporate different nanomaterials in one structure leading to multifunctional 
composites, and the possibility to produce coatings and free-standing films on 2D and 3D 
surfaces and topologies. This LBL technique presents another unique advantage in terms 
of nanoscale mechanics. Intermediate rinsing stages of the LBL process stimulate 
efficient interfacial bonding between the components of the composites by removal of 
polymeric chains loosely attached to SWNTs. The LBL composites have also shown 
unusually high loadings of SWNTs and excellent homogeneity of the resulting material. 
Orientation of nanotubes along one direction has been demonstrated during the LBL 
processing.
4, 5
 Alignment of reinforcing fillers should help to distribute the stress in the 
material better than randomly oriented fillers, as was recently demonstrated for clay 
platelets.
6
   
As CNT nanocomposites have been made by a large variety of techniques, it is 
desirable to extract the principles determining the organization of various 
nanocomposites from the large amount of available data. As the first step toward this goal, 
we provide here a brief survey of the mechanical parameters reported for nanocomposites 
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produced from different manufacturing methods. In this effort we avoid extensive 
discussion of theoretical approaches which can be found in several recent reviews,
7-9
  but 
rather focus on simple numerical descriptors. In addition to ultimate strength and stiffness, 
particular attention is given to toughness (K) which, in many cases, we calculated for the 
reported materials when sufficient data are available in the corresponding publications. In 





 We want to acknowledge that methods of improving K in 
CNT nanocomposite systems are not well understood
13
 and have been achieved in the 
past mostly by rather accidental discoveries.  
CNT-polymer nanocomposite can be divided into two major categories: 
unidirectional fibers and fairly random bulk composites. There are significant differences 
in the properties, material design factors, manufacturing approaches, and potential areas 
of use between the two categories as well as similarities, such as necessity of strong 
matrix-nanotube bonding, dense packing of CNT fillers, and the well-known challenge of 
full exfoliation of CNTs. Furthermore, monodispersity of SWNT structures are receiving 
growing attention in both directions.
14
 The importance of the monodispersity and the 
exfoliation of SWNTs can be illustrated by a simple example. The fillers with 10 nm and 
1 nm in diameter have an order of magnitude difference in the interfacial area between 
fillers and matrix,
15
 which significantly affects the efficiency of load transfer from matrix 
to nanotubes.
16
 Analytical methods used to establish the degree of exfoliation can also be 
employed to probe the size variations of SWNTs. It include the indirect optical 







, band-gap fluorescence microscopy,
19
 and direct observations by 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). A 
combination of these methods should be applied to characterize nanocomposites. 
 
1. Unidirectional CNT Nanocomposite Fibers  
One of the most obvious and efficient ways to introduce alignment of CNTs is the 
utilization of shear dynamic forces. Ribbons with significant degree of alignment were 
formed by injecting SWNTs dispersed in poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) into a vigorously 
stirred solution. The mechanical properties of the produced fiber were σult = 150 MPa, E 
= 15 GPa, and K ~ 2 J/g. 
20
 Improvements were made with similar solution spinning 
techniques, yielding fibers of σult = 1.8 GPa and K = 570 J/g with 60 wt% of SWNT 
loading.
21, 22
 These measurements were rivaled by those of fibers made by the hot 
drawing approach which produced  σult = 1.8 GPa for SWNTs, and σult = 1.4 GPa for 
MWNTs.
23
 The toughness measurements for the same materials were reported to be K = 
870 J/g for SWNTs and K = 690 J/g for MWNTs, holding the record for the aligned fiber 
composites. The high toughness of these CNT fibers was explained by the partial 
crystalinity of PVA, efficient alignment, and interactions between SWNTs and PVA 




Although most solution spinning techniques for fiber production have revealed 
efficient alignment of SWNTs, very few of them have produced equally impressive 
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performance. We can infer from this observation that specific interactions between CNTs 
with PVA must have a key role in the mechanical properties.  The importance of the 
matrix is illustrated by SWNT fibers made from sulfuric acid dispersion without polymer 
matrix.
16
 The fibers yielded σult = 116 MPa and E = 120 GPa (data were insufficient for 
calculation of K). Without a polymer binder, the ultimate strength of solution processed 
SWNT fibers cited here is an order of magnitude lower than those from polymer 
containing fibers.  
Spinning of gels with SWNTs was realized for polyacrylonitrile composites and 
resulted in 5~10% SWNT loaded fibers with σult = 360 MPa, E = 16.2 GPa and K ~ 20.
25
 
The authors pointed out that the exfoliated state of SWNTs in the solution was not 
preserved in the fibers as indicated by the disappearance of van Hove transitions.
26
 PVA 
gels can also be spun with SWNTs producing fibers yielding noticeably better 
performance with σult = 1.1 GPa, E = 35.8 GPa, and K ~ 32 J/g, although the SWNT 
content was fairly low – only 3%.
27
  Wet spinning of SWNT fiber with poly(p-
phenylene-2,6-benzoxazole) (PBO) displayed σult = 4.2 GPa, E = 167 GPa, and K ~ 45 
J/g with 10% SWNT content.
28
 
Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) can be synthesized in an aligned 
fashion (i.e. nanotube forest),
29
 making dry spinning of CNT fibers possible without an 
intermediate dispersion stage.
30
 Dry spinning was first developed to produced twisted 
CNT yarns and was later incorporated with polymer infiltration
31
 and solvent 
densification
32
 to increase yarn strength. The earlier reports on dry spinning showed 
density-normalized ultimate strength of σult/ρ = σult
d
 = 500 MPa∙ cm3/g.33 The best 
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performance from such process is an aerogel type spun fiber showing σult = 8.8 GPa, E = 
357 GPa and K = 121 J/g.
34
  Recently, similarly respectable measurements have been 
reported for a dry spun fiber having σult = 3.3 GPa, E = 263 GPa and K = 975 J/g.
35
 We, 
however, will not include this toughness measurement in our discussion because in the 
experiment most of the energy absorption took place after the highest stress peaks. 
Overall, dry spinning improves both strength and stiffness by efficient alignment of intact 
and long MWNTs, as well as by densification to optimize stress transfer between 
nanotubes. However, the toughness of matrix-free fibers still suffers compared to those 
made by solution spinning.  
Micro/nanofibrilar sheets have also been made by aligned CNT fibers. The 
density-normalized strength of transparent sheets woven from CNT yarns was reported to 
be σult
d
 =175 MPa∙ cm3/g, which exceeds the density-normalized strength of steel σult
d
 
~125 MPa∙ cm3/g.  For comparison, one can also recall the density-normalized strength 
of Mylar or Kapton films σult
d
 ~ 160 MPa∙ cm3/g and aluminum σult
d
  ~250 MPa∙ cm3/g.36 
Another unique example is CNTs growth on a SiC fabric. The flexural mechanical 
properties of the SiC-MWNT fabric were σFlexural = 150 MPa, EFlexural = 24 GPa and 
KFlexural = 30.4 Nmm.
37
   
Electrospinning (e-spinning) is also a popular method in preparation of nanofiber-









have been employed as a polymer matrix for electrospun fibers. Polyurethane-SWNT e-





polyacrylonitrile composite mats showed a different behavior. With 20% MWNT loading, 
the e-spun sheets yielded σult = 285 MPa, E = 14.5 GPa and K ~ 5.4 J/g.
42
   
It must be brought to attention that most of the CNT-based fibers described so far 
do not possess mechanical characteristics sufficiently higher than those of 
commercialized long carbon fibers. For example, the mechanical parameters of the strong 
Torayca carbon fibers made by Toray Inc. have σult = 6.4 GPa, E = 294 GPa,  = 2.2%, 
while the stiff Torayca carbon fibers have σult = 3.9 GPa, E = 588 GPa, = 0.8%. Their 
bulk composites with 60% fiber and epoxy resin claim to achieve σult = 3.0 GPa, E = 165 
GPa, = 1.7% and σult = 2.0 GPa, E = 365 GPa, and = 0.6%, respectively for the strong 
and stiff fibers. These composites are now industrially used in sporting goods, aerospace 
components, pressure vessels, and so forth.  
 
2. Homogeneous bulk composites  
If we comparing the data for bulk composites and unidirectional fibers, it is easy 
to see that mechanical parameters of the bulk composites are significantly lower than 
those for the fibers, often by an order of magnitude.  This is related to several factors.  (1) 
The key structural difference between the two types of composites is the need for 
nanotubes to stretch and reorganize during the deformation of the bulk nanocomposites, 
while the stress in the aligned fibers is transferred to the nanoscale “reinforcing bars” in a 
more efficient manner. (2) Mixtures in kinetically frozen states such as drawn fibers have 
intrinsically lower degree of phase separation. Segregation of components even at the 
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nanoscale creates local defects, which is detrimental for mechanical properties.  This 
process has far greater propensity to take place in thermodynamically equilibrated bulk 
phases.  (3) The CNT loading of aligned fibers is significantly higher than those of the 
bulk composites in a same volume. We must emphasize that despite structural advantages, 
fibrous materials still cannot replace bulk materials for a variety of applications, 
especially when continuity, flatness, uniformity of heat/electrical/gas transport, or 
isotropic distribution of stress are required. Furthermore, unidirectional fibers still need 
secondary macro-scale processing to prepregs, fabrics, braids, etc. 
Keeping these issues in mind, let us survey some of the bulk composites with the 
best mechanical characteristics reported so far. Typically more impressive mechanical 
properties of materials in this class are obtained after chemical cross-linking between the 
CNTs and the matrix, which can be realized by in-situ polymerization
44
 and direct 
polymer functionalization of CNTs.
45
 It was also proven theoretically that cross-linking 




   These 
predictions
50
 were confirmed by a series of pull-out experiments of CNTs from polymer 
matrix with various interfaces
51, 52
 showing that more efficient load transfer to fibers 
takes place after cross-linking. One representative example is an SWNT-Nylon 6 
composite fiber with σult = 109 MPa, E = 790 MPa and K ~ 146 J/g.
53
 Direct 
funtionalization with polyurethanes also produced encouraging bulk composites with σult 
= 45 MPa, E = 9.6 MPa, and σult = 38 MPa, E = 22 MPa for mixed and grafted 
composites respectively.
54
  The strain of these materials were as high as s = 969% (mixed) 
and s = 852% (grafted) which corresponded to toughness of K ~ 124~167 J/g. Although 
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the strain of elastomeric materials is usually high, the stiffness of these materials, 
however, is typically fairly low.
55
 Analogous results were also obtained for chlorinated 
polypropylene: σult = 49 MPa, E = 0.68 GPa, K = 108 J/g.
56
  As expected,  the same 
process for epoxy resins gave even stronger and stiffer materials but with lower 
toughness: σult =  104 MPa, E = 2.65 GPa, K ~ 3.4 J/g.
57
 
Cross-linking is a logical approach to improving mechanical characteristics, but 
recent data suggests that it is not the only answer and probably not the best answer to 
load transfer.
58
 Composites from CNTs with non-covalently attached poly(p-phenylene 
ethynylenes), which are often used in luminescent sensors,
59, 60
 were demonstrated to 
yield competitive mechanical properties of σult = 250 MPa, E = 5 GPa,and K ~ 25 J/g.
61
 
Crystalized poly(vinylalcohol) (PVA)  composites with 0.6% MWNT loading were 
reported to produce σult = 348 MPa, E = 7.04 GPa and K ~ 6.7 J/g.
62
 Therefore, one may 
also choose utilize polymers with strong physical adsorption on the nanotubes. Such 
polymer chains may order and crystallize around CNTs,
63, 64
 which can strongly affect the 
mechanics at the CNT-polymer interface.  
Layer-by-layer (LBL) assembled nanotube materials have more similarities with 
bulk CNT composites than fibers because the nanotubes in LBL multilayers also undergo 
substantial restructuring during deformation. With a fairly non-optimal polymer such as 
poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI), the hybrid composites displayed  σult = 220 MPa, E = 16 GPa, 
K ~ 0.85 J/g
65
 and σult = 150 MPa, E = 4.5 GPa, K ~ 3.7 J/g
66
 for SWNT and MWNT 
multilayers respectively.  The impressive strength performance with weak polymer 
compared to other previously mentioned materials is attributed to the uniform CNT 
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dispersion, kinetic thresholds for phase separation, and high loading of CNT fillers. 
Recently, ordered packing of strong fillers, such as clay nano-platelets, by LBL assembly 
with PVA and appropriate cross-linking between constituents showed exceptionally 




B. Increasing Strength and Toughness of CNT LBL Composites 
1. Summary 
Carbon nanotubes (CNT) – polymer hybrid materials are expected to produce 
unusual mechanical properties when their hybrid coupling structures are organized at the 
molecular level. Here, we report strong and tough SWNT-PVA nanocomposites 
fabricated by layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly techniques which enables these structural 
requirements to improve the stress transfer at the nano-scale. The typical mechanical 
properties of known SWNT composites, such as strength, stiffness, and toughness, are 
assessed in an introductory survey where we conclude that nanoscale organization, 
SWNT loading, and bonding with the matrix are important parameters in structural 
engineering of SWNT composites. By optimizing these parameters within the framework 
of LBL technique, the resulting SWNT-PVA composites demonstrated ultimate tensile 
strength (σult) = 504.5±67.3 MPa, stiffness (E) = 15.6±3.8 GPa, and toughness (K) = 
121.2±19.2 J/g with maximum values recorded at σult = 600.1 MPa, E = 20.6 GPa, and K 
= 152.1 J/g. This represents one of the strongest, stiffest, and toughest non-fibrous SWNT 
composites made to date. Our observation suggests that the strengthening and toughening 
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mechanism originate from the synergistic combination of SWNT exfoliation, efficient 
SWNT-PVA binding, crack surface roughening, and multiple micro-crazing. In addition, 
the tough composite displays a pseudo-textile breaking behavior unlike other bulk 
composites. 
 
2. Experimental Procedure  
Purified HiPco SWNTs were purchased from Carbon Nanotechnologies Inc. 
(CNI). In order to incorporate various amounts of functional groups on SWNTs, SWNTs 
were treated with 15.8M HNO3 for 2 hrs and, 7.9M HNO3 for 1 hr in an ultrasonic bath. 
These functionalized SWNTs were filtered with PTFE membrane, rinsed with deionized 
water, and collected as solid powder. We denote SWNT-COOH(15.8) and SWNT-COOH(7.9) 
respectively by the concentration of HNO3. Non-treated SWNTs were denoted as SWNT-
COOH (0). The relative amounts of oxygen incorporated in SWNT-COOH were estimated 
by EDAX analysis. (Figure 2)  This powder was re-dispersed in a poly(sodium 4-styrene-
sulfonate) (PSS, MW 1,000,000, Sigma-Aldrich Co.) solution in ultrasonic bath for three 
days. The weight ratio of SWNTs and PSS was 1:2 and the concentration of SWNTs was 
adjusted to 0.05wt%. Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA, MW 195,000, Mowiol 56-98, Kuraray 
and Fluka) solution was prepared as a counter LBL partner of SWNTs.  
LBL assembly was carried out on cleaned glass substrates. First, the glass slide 
was dipped in a PVA solution (pH 1.5, 0.25 wt%, 20
o
C) for 10 min, then rinsed in 
deionized water (pH 5~7), and dried in compressed air. The slide was again dipped in a 
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SWNT dispersion solution (pH 12, 1 wt%, 20
o
C) for 10 min, which was followed by 
rinsing and drying. This cycle was repeated n times producing a coating with a 
cumulative structure [PVA/SWNT-COOH(15.8, 7.9, 0) + PSS]n. We used automated LBL 
deposition robots to minimize the variability of manufacturing parameters.   
Bonding of SWNT functional groups to matrix was done by two methods: (1) 
thermal cross-linking annealing at 220
o
C for 10 min, (2) chemical cross-linking by 
immersion in 5% glutaraldehyde (GA) GA solution in water for 1 hr and subsequent 
drying in vacuum. Subsequently, the films were easily peeled off from the substrate by 
immersing in 1% HF solution.  
The mechanical properties of the SWNT composites were obtained by stretching 
test in an Instron Q systems model 100 (Test Resources). The free-standing sample strips 
were cut by 1±0.3 mm of width. The rate of stretching and the initial gap between grips 
were 0.01 mm/s and 4±1 mm respectively. For accuracy, all the testing dimensions were 
directly measured by precision calipers and the measurements were reproduced and 
averaged 3 ~ 5 times.  
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken by a FEI Nova Nanolab 
dualbeam FIB and scanning electron microscope. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
imaging was performed with a Nanoscope III atomic force microscope (Digital 
Instruments/Veeco Metrology Group). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) results 
were obtained uaing a Kratos Axis Ultra X-ray Photoelectron Spectrometer. UV-vis 
absorption measurements were taken using an Agilent 8453E UV-visible spectrometer. 
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Thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed by a PerkinElmer Pyris 1 TGA. 
Ellipsometric measurements were obtained from an M-44 IR Spectroscopic Ellipsometer 
(J. A. Woollam Co., Inc.). 
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3. SWNT LBL Assembly and Film Characterization  
The dissolution is PSS allowed the HiPCo SWNTs to be almost perfectly 
exfoliated.
67, 68
 The SWNT colloids were negatively charged due to PSS wrapping and 
oxidation, while the PVA is neutral at the assembly conditions. Thus, the traditional 
understanding of LBL as alternation of positive/negative components is not applicable to 
these multilayers. The adsorption driving force of SWNT-PSS on PVA is a manifold of 
fairly weak interactions which include hydrogen bonding, van der Waals attraction, 
dipolar electrostatic forces, and hydrophobic interaction.
69
 The repetition of LBL cycles 
resulted in linear film growth, which was identified by UV-vis absorption spectra (Figure 
2 A, B).  The growth rates depended on pH and temperature (Figure 2 C, D). After the 
initial stage of layering optimization, we chose PVA solution with pH 1.5 and SWNT 
dispersion with pH 12 as the LBL processing conditions for the preparation of thick free-
standing films for mechanical testing.  These conditions gave the densest SWNT 




Figure 2 (A-B) UV-vis absorbance spectra of [PVA / SWNT-COOH (15.8)]n LBL 
assembly.  The values of n are indicated in the graphs. (C-E) UV-vis absorbance at 300 
nm trend of LBL assembly with various solution conditions: (C) processing temperature, 
(D) pH of a PVA solution, and (D) pH of a SWNT solution.   
 
The optical properties of nanomaterials are characterized by discrete excitonic 
transitions from valence electronic bands to conduction bands. For SWNTs, they are 
observed in UV-Vis-NIR spectra as a series of peaks and shoulders also known as van 
Hove singularities. These peaks and shoulders are not observed from powdered or highly 
bundled SWNTs because of electronic broadening of energy states, but only from well 
separated or exfoliated SWNTs according to their size and structural distributions. 
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Importantly, for LBL films of SWNTs, the van Hove transitions are easily observed and 
do not change as the number of SWNT cycles increases (Figure 2 A, B). This indicates 
that the exfoliation of SWNTs in the solution state can be preserved during LBL 
assembly and that little electronic coupling with adjacent SWNTs occurs as the film 
becomes thicker.  We would like to point out that the spectral characteristics of SWNT 
multilayers are in contrast to LBL films made from metal particles, in which the plasmon 
peak shifts strongly with increasing LBL deposition cycles.
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To confirm the exfoliated state of adsorbed SWNTs, film topography was 
observed by tapping mode atomic force microscopy (AFM). The degree of exfoliation of 
SWNTs was assessed using the height differences obtain in section analysis (Figure 3 A, 
B) as an indicator. Even though very few agglomerates were observed, the height of the 
majority of long strands associated with SWNTs was less than 2 nm, which is indicative 
of high degree of exfoliation.  Furthermore, few thick strands, having cross-sections 
above 2 nm, could due to both localized thick polymer coverage on individual SWNTs 
and occasional bundles of long and short tubes. 
Thick film samples prepared by hundreds of LBL cycles were characterized to 
examine their structures, dimensions, and compositions.  SEM images of cross-sections 
indicate that the resulting LBL films are dense non-porous materials (Figure 4 A-C).  The 
thickness of a 200-bilayer LBL nancomposite ranged between 300 and 400 nm, which 
corresponds to 1.5~2 nm of adsorption in each deposition cycle. Film morphologies 
reminiscent of combed hair that originated from stretched SWNTs were observed at 





Figure 3 (A) AFM image of [PVA/SWNT-COOH(15.8) + PSS]1 and B) Height information 
of section analysis following blue arrows in (A). (C) AFM image of [PVA/SWNT-
COOH(15.8) + PSS]2 
 
Carbon nanotube contents in the film were varied by changing the surface charge 
of SWNTs and adsorption of polymer during LBL processing. Overall, the SWNT 
loading in the LBL films were estimated by TGA to be 47 % with SWNT-COOH(0), 60 % 
with SWNT-COOH(7.9), 72 % with SWNT-COOH(15.8) when we compared the tests in air 
and N2 environment.
68





Figure 4 SEM images of  LBL film cross-sections cut by a razor blade: (A)  [PVA / 
SWNT-COOH(0) + PSS]200 with GA treatment, (B) a [PVA / SWNT-COOH(7.9) + PSS ]200 
with GA treatment, and (C) a [PVA / SWNT-COOH(15.8) + PSS]200 with GA treatment. 
Close-up images showing combed SWNTs by a razor blade action in (D) [PVA / SWNT-






Figure 5 TGA analysis of (A) [[PVA/SWNT-COOH(0) +PSS] LBL, (B) [PVA/SWNT-
COOH(7.9) +PSS] LBL, and (C) [PVA/SWNT-COOH(15.8) +PSS] LBL nanocomposite 
films.   
 




Amt. % Ratio 
C O S C/O 
[PVA/SWNT-COOH(15.8) +PSS] 
LBL film 
- 76.0 23.8 0.2 3.2 
Heat 77.3 22.5 0.2 3.4 
GA 77.5 22.3 0.2 3.5 
PVA/SWNT-COOH(7.9) +PSS] 
LBL film 
- 80.3 18.7 0.9 4.3 
Heat 77.9 21.8 0.3 3.6 
GA 78.4 21.2 0.3 3.7 
[PVA/SWNT-COOH(0) +PSS] 
LBL film 
- 78.8 20.8 0.3 3.8 
Heat 80.8 19.0 0.2 4.3 
GA 80.7 18.7 0.6 4.3 
 
 Based on the C, O, and S composition in the composites as determined by XPS 
(Table 2), the estimated contents of PSS in the LBL films were 1.1±0 % with SWNT-
COOH(0), 2.9±2.0 % with SWNT-COOH(7.9), 2.1±1.2 % with SWNT-COOH(15.8). Even 
considering the potential inaccuracy of XPS, the measured amount of PSS in the 
composites was unexpectedly low. Originally from 1:2 mass ratio of SWNT:PSS in the 
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dipping solutions, 20~40 times more SWNTs were actually transferred to the solid 
composites by LBL assembly than PSS. 
 
4. Mechanical Properties of SWNT LBL Composites 
 
Figure 6 Tension test results of SWNT LBL nanocomposites. (A, C, E) Stress-strain and 
(B, D, F) toughness-strain curves of (A, B) [PVA / SWNT-COOH(15.8) + PSS]200, (C, D) 
[PVA / SWNT-COOH(7.9) + PSS ]200, and (E, F) [PVA / SWNT-COOH(0) + PSS]200. 






Table 3 Comparison table of ultimate tensile strength (ult), stiffness (E), toughness (K),  





ult (MPa) E (GPa) K (J/g)  (%) 
[PVA/SWNT-COOH(15.8) 
+PSS] LBL (70%) 
GA 391.5±36.8 13.2±2.4 42.8±10.5 18±4 
Heat 359.9±41.5 15.1±2.8 41.4±7.4 18±3 
- 257.2±24.6 11.9±2.5 13.8±3.8 11±1 
PVA/SWNT-COOH(7.9) 
+PSS] LBL (60%) 
GA 504.5±67.3 15.6±3.8 121.2±19.2 39±3 
Heat 452.6±30.1 23.0±2.4 47.9±16.9 16±4 
- 224.5±15.1 11.6±2.0 26.9±10.5 19±7 
[PVA/SWNT-COOH(0) 
+PSS] LBL (47%) 
GA 233.4±25.7 11.3±2.0 11.3±5.0 8±3 
Heat 262.57±2.1 10.9±0.8 12.8±1.5 8±1 
- 196.6±30.2 14.2±1.7 5.8±3.8 6±2 
[PVA/Clay] LBL
6
 GA 400±40 106±11 ~ 0.5 0.3±0.04 
PVA
6
 - 40±4 1.7±0.2 ~ 7.7 35±4 




- 8800 357 121 ~8  




- 109 0.79 146 350 
Kevlar fiber
71
 - 3600 90 33 5 
Spider silk
71
 - 1150±200 7.9±1.8 165±30 39 
Aluminum alloy (7075-
T6) 
- 572 71.7 29 11 
 
Mechanical tests of these samples were performed by direct stretching using a 
standard Instron equipment and protocol. Because one of the goals of this measurement 
was to identify parameters that significantly affect the mechanical strength, stiffness, and 
toughness, the stress-strain and toughness-strain curves and the data results of the various 
SWNT composites were shown in Figure 6 and Table 3. As two principal parameters 
determining materials performances here, we selected (1) the density of sticky functional 
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groups on a SWNT and (2) effective conversion of functional groups to strong covalent 
interfaces in a composite structure. Optimizations of other processing factors are less 
crucial and rather intuitive. Thinner PVA layers and longer PVA molecular chains are 
preferable to improve the mechanical properties.   
First, we varied the density of sticky functional sites on SWNTs. More 
functionalization causes benefit to the interfacial interactions between PVA and SWNTs 
but loss to the crystal perfectness in SWNTs. Furthermore, creations of functional sites 
on a SWNT are not uniform at all; end-caps first and side-wall later. Although this non-
linear functionalization may not be identified, the overall variations could be achieved by 
adjusting acid treatment conditions of SWNTs; HNO3 concentration and treatment time. 
We employed fairly mild conditions like no oxidation (0M), 7.9M / 1 hr, and 15.8M / 2 
hr at room temperature. Figure 7 shows that the densities of functional sites were 
successfully varied on SWNTs. By the auto-coupling LBL assembly, this variation 
affected not only stress transfer function but also the overall contents of SWNTs in the 
composites. Let’s compare the blue lines in Figure 6 A, C, E, which are as-prepared LBL 
composites without covalent bonding modification. Only very marginal deviations in 
tensile strength and modulus were observed by adding sticky groups on SWNTs toward 
PVA matrix. The changes in the toughness, however, were notable. Starting from 7.7 J/g 
for pure PVA, the toughness of the LBL composites shifted to 5.5 J/g for SWNT-COOH(0), 
to 26.9 J/g for SWNT-COOH(7.9), and then to 13.8 J/g for SWNT-COOH(15.8). This 
variation in toughness was a consequence of the simultaneous changes in SWNT contents 
and the energy transfer efficiencies by introducing sticky interface between SWNTs and 
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PVA. Although toughness changes are extrmely difficult to predict as seen in our survey, 
this hypothesis is supported by some previous reports. Firstly, the toughness could be 
improved by simply increasing the CNT content..
62, 72
 Coleman et al. reported toughness 
improvements by 1.7 times for crystalline PVA reinforced by addition of MWNTs and 
4.4 times for cross-linking of  PVA – MWNT composites.
62
 The toughness was gradually 
improved by increasing MWNT’s contents up to 0.6 % although the CNT contents were 
much lower than our LBL composites here. Secondly, traits of surface conditions of 
CNTs are also crucial to improving the toughness both of homogeneous bulk 
composites
49, 73
 and of aligned fibers.
20, 21, 23, 24
 Particularly, the increase in the toughness 
of the PVA-SWNT fibers, which was observed over time from 2 J/g
20










as well as the alignment of CNTs. Therefore, effectively long SWNTs 
with sticky functional groups might help to improve overall toughness in LBL 
composites. 
 
Figure 7 EDAX measurements for SWNT-COOH treated with varied HNO3 concentrations. 
Averaged O/C ratio of SWNT-COOH (15.8), (7.9) and (0) were 0.23±0.01, 0.199±0.006, 
and 0.133±0.02 respectively. There are residual amounts of Fe catalysis from SWNT 




Second, we demonstrated that effective cross-linking conversion of sticky sites 
further improved the mechanical properties. The two cross-linking methodologies used 
here were thermal ester bond formation between –COOH in SWNTs and –OH in PVA 
and glutraraldehyde (GA) treatment which forms a complex branched matrix by grafting 
PVA chains. We found that the LBL composite with SWNT-COOH(7.9) demonstrated the 
most dramatic cross-linking effect from both heat and GA treatments, possibly due to 
attainment of the optimal molecular interactions. After cross-linking the [PVA/ SWNT-
COOH(7.9) +PSS]200 film, the mechanical properties changed from the original values of 
σult = 224.5 MPa, E = 11.6 GPa and K = 26.9 J/g  to σult = 452.6 MPa, E = 23.0 GPa and 
K = 47.9 J/g for the heat treated samples and to σult = 504.5 MPa, E = 15.6 GPa and K = 
121.2 J/g for samples after GA treatment. The maximum measurements were recorded at 
σult = 600.1 MPa, E = 20.6 GPa, and K = 152.1 J/g in a GA treated sample. As we 
surveyed, these combinations of high strength, modulus, and toughness are unusual 
among all types of homogeneous bulk composites.     
The thermal treatment effects of LBL composites find a close analogy in hot 
drawing of PVA – CNT fibers.
23
 The mechanical parameters of these fibers before and 
after heat treatment were σult = 600 MPa and K = 870 J/g, and σult = 1.8 GPa, E = 45 GPa 
and K = 60 J/g, respectively.
23
 According to the same study, an improved stress transfer 
between PVA and CNTs resulted in approximately 3 times increase in tensile strength 
while the drop in toughness was less than 1/10 of the original value, which the authors 
credited to the partial crystallinity of PVA. This partial crystallinity in our LBL 
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composites was also observed only by heat treatments. Therefore, crystalline PVA phase 
significantly enhance stress transfer between PVA and SWNT from heat treatment. 
Besides crystallinity of polymer matrix, it is surprising but well established that 
the toughness of a composite can be greatly improved by chemically grafting CNTs and 
polymer matrix.
49, 74-76
 Even 0.5 ~ 1 % of CNT loading could produce 3 ~ 6 times 
increase in tensile strength, modulus, strain, and toughness, resulted altogether from a 
chemical cross-linkage. However, systematic understanding of improvements made by 
cross-linking is beyond the surveyed information. Here, we try to suggest the effects 
separately in chemical and physical dimensions.  
 
5. Mechanistic Analysis of Strength and Toughness of SWNT LBL Composites 
In molecular level interactions, the allowable maximum interfacial shear strength 
is only limited by the SWNT’s fracture strength.
77
 The interplay of these molecular level 
strengths ultimately determines the strength of a nanocomposite. Thus, the strength of our 
LBL composites is a function of the degree of CNT functionalization and efficiency of 
cross-linking. We should point out here that different cross-linking techniques result in 
different density and length of covalent bonds. This length variation is a crucial clue to 
understanding the toughness improvement of LBL composites.
49
 So, we rationalize that 
the toughness of our LBL composites should be dictated by the length of cross-linked 
bonds. According to previously published data,
78
 ester bonds are formed by heat 
treatment between –COOH in SWNTs and –OH in PVA. Such bonds are mostly limited 
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to the edges of SWNTs and short in molecular length. In contrast, the long GA molecules 
can be inserted between two PVA chains and form ester bridges between –(OH) in PVA 
and –CHO in GA,
79
 producing bonds that are longer and more flexible than the former 
type. Furthermore, the density of chemical bonds formed by GA is dependent on the 
duration, concentration, and temperature of the treatment. Thus in this study, optimized 
GA cross-linking at mild conditions showed great enhancement in toughness and strain, 
whereas substantial effects from heat cross-linking were confined to strength and 
modulus with only marginal changes in strain. It is logical that the toughness of GA 
treated samples increased more dramatically than the heat treated one as toughness is 
calculated from the area underneath the stress-strain curve. (Table 3) Although the effects 
from cross-linking are well exemplified, it is worth recalling that pure PVA tend to lose 
their flexibility upon GA cross-linking.
80
 
Unlike chemical analysis, the physical toughening mechanism is still unexplored. 
Articles which reported both successful demonstration of toughness enhancement in CNT 
composites and suggestion of viable toughening models are extremely rare. As a rule of 
thumb, observation of physically torn interfaces of a composite and extrusion behavior of 
SWNTs is useful for understanding the strengthening and toughening mechanisms. In this 
study, interesting fracture behavior resembling that of textiles was observed in the 
toughest [PVA/ SWNT-COOH(7.9) +PSS]200 LBL film treated with GA  using high 
resolution SEM (Figure 8 AB). One may instantly notice that the SWNTs are densely 
interweaved together in the LBL strata. These dense SWNTs have sticky functional 
groups that interact with the interdigitated PVA matrix which is evenly and 
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homogeneously distributed over the SWNT network by LBL assembly, and thus, allows 
the transfer of external stress to high surface area SWNT webs. Therefore, large forces 
and energies are required to untie this strongly bound hybrid matrix, indicating the high 
strength and toughness of the composite. Again, high strain is a result of evenly spread 
stress over a large area, producing numerous parallel cracks along the stretched SWNTs 
extending up to 3 m and allowing large amount of energy to be dissipated upon 
deformation. The exceptional mechanical properties of the [PVA/ SWNT-COOH(7.9) 
+PSS]200 LBL composites with GA cross-linking are the combination of highly precise 







Figure 8 SEM images of torn surfaces of (A, B) a [PVA/SWNT-COOH(7.9) +PSS] LBL 
composite with GA cross-linking and (C, D) a [PVA/SWNT-COOH(15.8) +PSS] LBL 
composite with heat cross-linking. 
 
In contrast, a different type of fracture patterns was observed in the system with 
lower toughness, i.e. the [PVA/ SWNT-COOH(15.8) +PSS]200 film with heat treatment. 
(Figure 8 CD) Unlike the tougher samples, the textile braking patterns are confined in 
shallow crack surfaces because of immature SWNT failures. The parallel cracks are 
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indicated by the circle in Figure 8D and are only present in limited range. However, this 
breaking pattern still provides useful information for improving our understanding of the 
reinforcing mechanism. First, there is dramatic roughening of the complementary 
surfaces by cracks that used to be in contact with each other.  This roughened surface 
results in greater area of cracks, and hence requires much greater stress than those of 
clear-cut surfaces. This might be similar to the toughening mechanism of human cortical 
bone in transverse breaking.
81
 Second, the sample breaks with multiple micro-crazing, 
which can share the stress so that it significantly increases the total capacity of transferred 
energy as well as the strain. A similar reinforcing mechanism was suggested in electro-
spun SWNT nanofibers previously.
41
 Third, exfoliated SWNTs having plastic inward 
deformation are well matched to the strain of PVA; however, this is not the case for 
MWNTs.
3
   Thus, one can deduce that cross-linking further improves the strain transfer to 
these stretchable SWNTs, whereas the polymer matrix bound to the rigid fillers becomes 
more rigid as a consequence of strong interfacial interaction with the nanomaterials.
6
 This 
strain transfer to stretchable fillers were also suggested as a possible toughening 







In this chapter, through systematic variation of quantifiable LBL fabrication 
conditions, we showed that the degree of SWNT oxidation and methods of cross-linking 
are the primary factors determining the mechanical properties of LBL composites. By 
judiciously tuning of the material structure and the interface bonding, we fabricated a 
composite material that produced record high mechanical properties not only among non-
fibrous composites, but also surpassing most fibers drawn from SWNTs and MWNTs. 
Further improvements of the mechanical properties are certainly possible, and the 
capabilities of this organic-inorganic hybrid system can be greatly expanded. Future 
directions should include detailed computer simulations of this system to gain 
fundamental understanding in mechanisms such as the unusual effect of simultaneously 
increased strain and toughness upon cross-linking and potentially other nanometer-scale 
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Electrical Properties of CNT LBL Composites 
A. Motivation of Transparent, Flexible, Electronic Materials Research 
Transparent conductors (TCs) have been essential electronic materials since 1907 
when cadmium oxide was initially introduced.
1
 Currently, rigid semiconducting oxide, 
such as indium tin oxide (ITO) are the TC material of choice in applications like flat-
panel display.
2
 However, rigorous research demand exists from the industry for current 
ITO replacements because of (1) economic factors including fast price increase of rare 
indium and expensive semiconductor thin film coating process and (2) material 
performance factors including mechanical flexibility, environmental stability, and smart 
functionality.
3
 In addition, stretchable, foldable, and compressible electronic material 
systems are now emerging with noble application principles such as hemispherical eye 
cameras
4
 and integrated circuits.
5, 6
 Furthermore, wearable and smart electronic textiles
7
 
should be further developed to meet the many suggested applications.
8
 There is rapid 
growth potential for these next generation electronic materials. However, the complex 
material requirements like optical-mechanical-electrical, mechanical-electrical, and 
chemical-electrical properties for those applications cannot be easily satisfied by 
conventional metals, semiconductors, and their oxides.  
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SWNT coatings have been introduced to fill the technological gaps and curb the 
cost of conventional TCs.
9, 10
  Superior physicochemical properties of individual SWNTs, 






, make them 
promising candidate for TCs. For comparison, the electrical conductivity of the state of 




 The challenge of using carbon nanotubes in TC 
applications, however, is strong light absorption in, and thus, transparency of the coatings 
is achieved by nano-scale thickness of the coating.  Such coatings can be described as 2D 
networks of SWNTs which provide both electrical charge carriers and electrically 
percolating conduction routes.
15, 16
  Due to thinness of the SWNT films necessary for TC, 
the processing methods with nano-scale structure control of the coating are exceptionally 
important.  They determine, to a large extent, the degree of nanotubes exfoliation and 
connectedness affecting the heights of tunneling barriers between the individual tubes.  
These methods also control the presence of poorly performing components of the 
nanotubes dispersion interrupting SWNT networks.
17
 All of these structural parameters 
affect both electrical conductivity (and optical absorbance ( Efforts have been 










Direct synthesis of SWNTs for transparent electronics
23, 24
 and dry spinning transparent 
sheet from multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWNTs) forests
25
 were also demonstrated as 
non-solvent techniques.  
Thinness of the coatings also puts very significant requirements on their 
mechanical properties.  In fact, these properties have not been given sufficient attention 
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yet. The individual SWNTs do possess exceptional mechanical properties; E ~1 TPa and 
σult ~ 63 GPa.
26
 They also have ability for very high plastic deformation under stress.
27
 
However, translation of these properties observed for individual nanotube to macroscopic 
TCs should not be automatically assumed.  In fact most of the TCs from SWNTs 
described above are easily destroyed or their conductivity is drastically reduced after 
elementary wear. As such, the strength of bucky papers, the most common filtrated 
SWNT-only-sheets structurally very similar to many TC coatings made from nanotubes, 
is truly disappointing displaying σult ~ 10~74 MPa. Also important is that traditional 
networks of SWNTs are brittle rather than flexible displaying values of strain to failure 
not exceeding 0.5~5%.
28, 29
 Finding the method of preparation of SWNT that could 
display simultaneously high TC performance, strength, resistance to wear, and flexibility 
is critical for practical realization of roll-out solar cells and flexible electronics for which 
SWNT TCs are projected for. 
The art of combining the mechanical, optical and electrical properties lies in the 
accurate control of the nanoscale structure of the coatings. Improvement of the 
mechanical properties requires inclusion of adhesive polymer in the structure of the film. 
However, this can always jeopardize high values, which even further accentuates the 
importance of fine structural tuning. For examples, the degrees of nanotubes exfoliation 
and connectivity affect the levels of tunneling barriers between the individual tubes. 
Accordingly, developments of electronic properties controlled by molecular hierarchical 
structures as well as multi-functional properties added by matrix components in a SWNT 
nanocomposite without losing electrical conductivity are highly desirable.   
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We present layer-by-layer assembly (LBL) of SWNT as a method for TC 
applications with integrated strength and conductivities.  LBL is one of the few thin film 
deposition techniques that allows one to control the structure of the coatings with actual 




packing of the 
nanoscale building blocks in the coatings. 
Indeed, these optically transparent and flexible (or stretchable) SWNT 
nanocomposite materials have many applications. Examples are the bio-medical wearable 
devices, bionic contact lenses, smart surgical gloves, rolled-up electronics, artificial skins, 
and electronic papers.
32
 Overall, the principles for the next generation electronic 
materials will be further expanded to many other material applications such as smart 
windows, photovoltaic cells, and intelligent electronic textiles as well as replacements for 
conventional TCs.  
 
B. Electrically Conductive LBL Composites of SWNT  
1. Summary 
Conductive organic and composite films represent the critical component of many 
areas of technology. This chapter demonstrates that highly conductive coatings can be 
made by layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs). 




 S/m at room temperature 
without doping with nanotube loading as low as ~10%. This is indicative of efficient 
utilization of SWNT in percolation pathways. Low SWNT loading also makes the 
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coatings quite transparent with transmission as high as 97% for visible light. Thicker 
delaminated LBL films displayed conductivities of 4.15 × 10
4
 S/m. The free-standing 
films were highly flexible and possessed 160 MPa of tensile strength, which makes them 
the strongest organic conductor. The high strength and conductivities are attributed to the 
unique homogeneity of the LBL assembled composites, which opens the way to future 
optimization of electrical, mechanical, and optical properties and to fit the needs of 
specific applications, which may be exemplified by transparent flexible electronics, light 
emitting diodes, smart windows, solar cells, sensors, structural materials, and biomedical 
devices.  
 
2. Experimental Procedure  
Materials: Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA; MW, 70 000 to _100 000) and poly(sodium 
4-styrene-sulfonate), (PSS; MW, 1 000 000) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. 
The purified HiPco SWNTs were purchased from Carbon Nanotechnologies Incorporated 
(CNI).  
LBL Assembly: Purified HiPco SWNTs were dispersed in 0.2 wt % PSS solution 
with 2 days of mild sonication in a VWR model 150HT ultrasonic cleaner.
33
 The 
dispersion with 1 mg/ml of SWNTs was centrifuged at 5000 rpm, and then the 
supernatant was collected, which became one LBL component. PVA solution (1 wt %) 
was prepared for another LBL partner. By charge-transfer interaction between PSS which 
are wrapping SWNTs and PVA, or by hydrogen bonding between possible COOH groups 
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in SWNTs and OH in PVA, they formed LBL assemblies on a charged substrate (glass or 
Si). Each LBL layering process consists of 10 min of dipping in the PVA or in the SWNT 
solution, rinsing in deionized water, and drying. To denote LBL assemblies, 
[PVA/SWNT + PSS]n was used in which n represents the number of repeated dipping 
processes in PVA and SWNT solutions.  
Instrumental Analysis: Scanning electron microscopy images were taken with a 
Philips XL30 field emission gun scanning electron microscope and an FEI Nova Nanolab 
dual-beam FIB and scanning electron microscope. Atomic force microscopy imaging was 
performed with a Nanoscope III (Digital Instruments/Veeco Metrology Group). UV-vis 
absorption measurements were taken using an Agilent 8453E UV-vis spectrophotometer. 
An Agilent 34401A multimeter was used for electrical measurements. Mechanical tests 
were done by a Q systems model 100 (Test Resources). Thermogravimetric analysis was 
performed by a Perkin-Elmer Pyris 1 TGA. Ellipsometric measurements were done by an 
M-44 IR spectroscopic ellipsometer (J. A. Woollam Co., Inc.). 
 
3. Film Preparation and Structural Characteristics  
Fabrication of a homogeneous SWNT-polymer LBL composite starts from 
preparation of well-dispersed SWNT solution. The quality of nanocolloids, as it relates to 
the degree of dispersion, can be preserved in the resulting material because micrometer-
scale reorganization of the LBL multilayers is prevented due to the restricted mobility of 
the long SWNT fibers. The complete exfoliation can be achieved by wrapping the 
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nanotubes with charged aromatic polymers such as poly(sodium 4-styrene-sulfonate) 
(PSS) owing to - and hydrophobic interactions.
33-35
 This stabilization also avoids an 
oxidation step for SWNTs used in older schemes so that prevents deterioration of 
electrical properties of SWNTs. At the same time it introduces a dielectric shell around 
the nanotubes. The bottleneck of the conductivity in both wrapped and oxidized 
nanotubes may not be the defects in the individual nanotubes but rather their spatial 
distribution and the probability of charge hopping from one SWNT to another.
36-38
 Proper 
balance between dispersion methods and electrical conductivity is still to be found. It will 
require computer modeling of charge transport in a percolation network and establishing 
the charge tunneling parameters of SWNT-SWNT contacts.  
We hypothesized that better transport properties are more likely to be found when 
nanotubes are intact. So, we took advantage of the methods of tuning of the molecular 
structure of the LBL stacks available to us. The LBL assembly was realized with a stable 
0.1% SWNT dispersion in 0.2% PSS as component no. 1 and a 1% solution of poly(vinyl 
alcohol) (PVA) as component no. 2. The substrates were alternatively dipped in these 
solutions, producing stacks with cumulative structures [PVA/(SWNT + PSS)]n, where n 
is the number of deposition cycles. Interestingly, the SWNT/PSS dispersion is attracted to 
PVA strongly enough to form an LBL assembly, whereas PVA is neutral. The alternate 
adsorption occurs predominantly due to hydrogen bonds, van der Waals, and to a lesser 





Figure 9 (A) UV-vis absorbance spectra measured every 25th bilayer of [PVA/(SWNT + 
PSS)]n LBL assemblies. The multilayers were formed on both sides of a glass substrate. 
The numbers by the curve indicate n. (B) Dependence of the thickness of the 
[PVA/(SWNT + PSS)]n film on the number of deposition cycles. PVA (Pn) and SWNT 
(Sn) layers with the same n correspond to one deposition cycle. Thickness changes were 
measured by ellipsometry as the LBL film was formed on a Si wafer. The displayed 
thickness points of each component layer are averages of three ellipsometric 
measurements. 
 
PVA was chosen over a positively charged polyelectrolyte because this polymer 
has specific affinity to nanotubes producing high-strength materials.
39-41
 Regardless of the 
absence of a traditional ± attractive electrostatic component in the interactions of PVA 
and PSS or SWNTs, UV-vis monitoring of the dependence on n demonstrated a linear 
increment in [PVA/SWNT + PSS]n thickness and light absorbance (Figure 9 A, B).  
As is often the case with LBL films, there is an initial lag in the accumulation of 
LBL multilayers on the substrate manifesting in smaller thickness increments (Figure 9 
B). After n = 2, the ellipsometry readings follow a straight line; the average thickness 
increments of SWNT layers and PVA layers in initial LBL assembly stages were 
calculated to 1.77 and 0.47 nm, respectively. Looking at the UV-vis spectra, one should 
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also point out the prominent van Hove singularity peaks. Their presence is a strong 
evidence of homogeneous dispersion of exfoliated SWNTs in the polymer matrix at the 
level of individual tubes (Figure 9 A). There are only few reported data for solid 
composites which display the same level of spectral resolution of the van Hove 
singularities.
42, 43
 PVA and PSS are expected to wrap SWNTs in the layers in the same 
way as they might do this in solution. In addition to the exfoliation of nanotubes into 
single strands, high-performance electrical composites require homogeneity of their 
distribution. This should translate into high probability of their intersection and, 
consequently, into the formation of an extensive network of conductive pathways. It is 
the interdigitation of the multilayers that leads to uniform distribution of the nanotubes in 
the matrix and formation of an extensive 3D network. This feature is a great advantage of 
LBL composites for charge transport because it increases the probability of formation of 







Figure 10 (A) AFM image of [PVA/(SWNT + PSS)]1 and (B-D) SEM images of 
[PVA/(SWNT + PSS)]3 (top view, B), [PVA/(SWNT + PSS)]200 (top view, C), and 
[PVA/(SWNT + PSS)]200 (cross section, D). 
 
The state of high degree of debundling of the nanotubes in the films can also be 
confirmed by atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies. The first layer indeed revealed a limited 
amount of SWNT adsorbed (Figure 10A) as expected from the ellipsometric 
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measurements (Figure 9B). Apparent heights of the SWNT strands visible in Figure 10 A 
are 1 to ~3 nm, which matches well with the known information about SWNT diameters, 
mostly 1 to ~2 nm and occasionally reaching as low as 0.4 nm and as high as 4 nm.
44
 
Thicker (bright in AFM) spots in the midsections of some strands could be due to 
spontaneous accumulation of underlying polymers (both PVA and PSS) after adsorption 
(macromolecular crawling) rather than SWNT bundles previously observed in 
nanoparticle multilayers.
45
 The exfoliation of SWNTs in an LBL film was corroborated 
by TEM images of [PVA/(SWNT + PSS)]2 (Figure 11) and X-ray diffraction data (Figure 
12). The contrast of the TEM images is low because of the thinness of SWNTs which can 
be identified as long straight strands crossing the image in all directions. The low contrast 
of the images is informative in its own sense. It is indicative of the absence of SWNT 
bunching into much thicker aggregates and size separation of nanotube and polymer. The 
lack of the peak corresponding to SWNT bundles in small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) 
and wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) spectra agrees well with the minimal degree of 
nanotube bundling in the films. 
   





Figure 12 (A) WXRD, (B) SXRD scanning of a [PVA/SWNT+PSS]200 LBL film  
 
The surface roughness of LBL films measured from AFM and SEM images was 
~2.2 nm (Figure 10 A, B), which is similar to the ellipsometric thickness of an individual 
SWNT + PSS multilayer. One can also contemplate that each PVA sublayer is infiltrating 
the initial nanoscale nooks and crevices that random absorption of SWNTs creates. We 
previously saw a similar process for LBL multilayers made from carbon fibers, which 
have much bigger diameter, i.e., 50-100 nm.
46
 When crevices are filled, SWNTs are not 
only well-dispersed but also well-packed in the composite, which can be observed in a 
cross-sectional image of a 200-layer free-standing film, [PVA/(SWNT +PSS)]200 (Figure 
10 D). The thickness of the LBL film was found to be 420 nm, which gives an average of 
2.1 nm film increment per bi-layer. This corresponds very well with the average 
thickness increment of 2.24 nm calculated from the ellipsometry measurements (Figure 9 
B).  
Substantial accumulation of polymers between the SWNT strands can also be 
inferred from thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) which used to estimate the nanotube 
contents of polymer composites. However, the TGA data often display the overlap of 
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decomposition curves characteristic for several components. In the case of LBL assembly, 
one also needs to remember that the multilayer structure of the LBL composites where 
the inorganic phase sandwiches can significantly modify (increase) their characteristic 
decomposition temperature. To combat the overlap and related experimental errors, we 
analyzed TGA curves obtained in N2 gas and in air. The gaps between the data in N2 and 
in air were plotted. After that, one can clearly observe the characteristic peaks of each 
component; PVA 330 
o
C, SWNT ~550 
o
C, and PSS ~650 
o
C (Figure 12 A-C). These 
component peaks are also shown in the N2-air residual gap analysis of the LBL film 
(Figure 13 D). One can calculate the weight fraction of SWNTs as ~10% of the peaks by 
comparing the ratio of SWNT peaks in N2-air residual gap curves. This analysis is a more 
robust and reproducible tool for estimating the SWNT weight loading ratio in LBL films 
than classical TGA curves. Knowing the densities of PVA and SWNTs, i.e., 1.27 to 
~1.31
47
 and 1.11 to ~1.3,
48
 respectively, the volume fraction of SWNTs can be determined 
as ~10%. Although higher loadings of SWNTs might be beneficial, at least in some cases, 
for conductance in the composites, structural optimization of the SWNT-polymer system 
including preservation of its electronic structure has actually a much greater effect than 





Figure 13 Thermogravimetric analysis of (A) PVA, (B) SWNTs, (C) PSS, and (D) 
[PVA/(SWNT + PSS)]200 LBL film. Each sample was analyzed both in N2 gas and air 
environment. The N2-air curve at the bottom indicates the N2-air residual gap which 
contains the LBL components‟ characteristic peaks. 
 
4. Electrical Properties of SWNT LBL Films 
Electrical conductivities in a SWNT-polymer composite are based on charge 
percolation, which is the spontaneous formation of electrically conductive routes through 
an insulating matrix by randomly distributed conducting fillers. Normally, there is a 
dramatic conductivity change at the percolation threshold concentration of the filler. In 
addition, if the density of intersecting pathways above the percolation threshold is 
increasing, which happens when both the homogeneity and the volumetric ratio of SWNT 
distribution in the matrix are improved, then electrical conductivities still increase 
significantly.
49, 50
 As a matter of fact, the same effect can be achieved by increasing the 





which might be achieved by biological conjugation,
51
 but this property has to be carefully 
balanced with maintaining the uniform distribution of SWNTs. 
Electrical measurements were carried out by the van der Pauw method assuming 
two-dimensionally isotropic conductivities and by the formation of electrical contacts 
between the sample and silver wires with conductive silver pastes (Figure 13 A inset). 
For [PVA/(SWNT + PSS)]n LBL assemblies, the thicknesses of thin (n = 1-7) and thick 
(n = 200) films were estimated by ellipsometry (Figure 9B) and direct measurements of 
cross-sectional thickness (Figure 10D). Even the very thin layered films (n = 1-2) clearly 
indicated the conductivities much above the percolation threshold, 10
2
 S/m. As more LBL 
layers were added (n = 3-7, 200), the conductivities increase to 2 to ~5 × 10
3 
S/m. (Figure 
14A) A reasonable explanation to the gradual increase of the overall conductivity as the 
number of LBL layers increases is that SWNTs are adsorbed predominantly parallel to 
the substrate. The molecularly parallel layered adsorptions are intrinsic features of LBL 
assemblies, and high aspect ratio SWNTs naturally lie down on the surface rather than 
stand up. Thus, SWNTs in the film have two-dimensionally aligned structures even in a 
thick LBL film.  
The controllability of the thickness with an increment of 2-3 nm implies precise 
tuning of the light transmission, which is important for a variety of optoelectronic devices 
as a replacement of ITO coating necessary to combat the shortage of indium. Light 
transmittance as high as 97% at 600 nm can be achieved for 5 nm films with conductivity 
in the range of 10
2
 S/m made after one deposition cycle. Notably, the actual transparency 
of single SWNT LBL coatings is even better than 97% because the light transmittance 
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measurements in Figure 14 B, C were performed with the samples in which both sides are 
coated on a glass substrate, not a single-side coating, whereas the conductivity is 
measured only on one side at a time. 
 
 
Figure 14 (A) Electrical conductivity measurements of [PVA/SWNT + PSS]n (n=1-7, 
200); 200-a, 200-b, and 200-c indicate as-prepared, 200 
o
C, and 300 
o
C treated films of 
200 bilayers; LBL films with the van der Pauw measurement setup are shown in the inset. 
(B) Photograph and (C) UV-vis light transmittance of [PVA/SWNT + PSS]n (n=1-5) LBL 
coatings on both sides of a glass substrate. 
 
One can obtain above 90% transmittance in the range of 400 to ~750 nm and 
conductivities of 10
2 
to ~2 × 10
3
 S/m. Even though SWNT thin film made by filtering 




 S/m with moderate 
transparency, their electrical percolation routes deteriorate above 90% of light 
transmittance.
9, 15, 16, 29, 52
 For that reason only extrapolations based on empirical data at 
lower transparencies are typically provided for these films rather than the actual 
measurements. When one looks at the combined structural, optical, and electrical data in 
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conjunction with each other, it can be concluded that the utilization of SWNTs in LBL 
films is exceptionally efficient due to high homogeneity and degree of dispersion of the 
nanotubes in them (Figure 9). Another noticeable distinction from SWNT mats is that 
LBL films can be directly coated on a variety of complex surfaces. Examples when this 
property may become very essential include optical fiber, microfluidic channels, and the 
porous surfaces of flexible moving structures. 
LBL assemblies of SWNT-PVA can be expanded to fabricate a membrane-like 
flexible free-standing film detached from the substrates. The electrical conductivity of the 
as-prepared 200-layered film measured by the same van der Pauw technique was 6.1 × 
10
3
 S/m. Thermal treatment of the film at 200 
o
C makes little change in the conductivity, 
while increase of the annealing temperature to 300 
o
C boosts it further to 4.15 × 10
4
 S/m. 
After the creation of the percolation network, the improvement of the quality of SWNT-
SWNT contacts is one of the most important requirements to the design of electrically 
conductive SWNT composites, because the efficiency of electron tunneling through the 
gap is exponentially dependent on the SWNT-SWNT distance. So, the effect of heat 
treatments can be understood as a gradual closing of intrinsic nano- and angstrom-scale 
voids/pores and relaxation of the polymer conformation to the one that adheres to 
nanotubes better. Altogether, this makes better contact between individual SWNTs in the 
network. The temperature threshold of conductivity improvement, i.e., 200-300 
o
C, 
corresponds very well with the expected melting temperature of PVA in the LBL films. 
Although heat treatment effects onto nanostructures of our SWNT LBL composite were 
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C treatments.  
 
5. SWNT Tightening by Thermal Annealing  
After the creation of percolation network, the improvement of the quality of 
SWNT-SWNT contacts is one of the most important requirements to the design of 
electrically conductive SWNT composites, because the efficiency of electron tunneling 
gap is exponentially dependent on the SWNT-SWNT distance. Therefore we tried 
molecular tightening by thermal annealing above polymer‟s glass transition temperature, 
even though high temperature treatments have negative impacts on the conductivity of 
polymeric LBL films because of reducing volatile admixture and ion doping effects and 
density increasing micro-Brownian motion.
53
 After a simple thermal annealing, the 200 
layered sample showed significant improvements in its conductivity reaching 
6.3±0.3×103 S/m, which can be attributed to annealing of structural imperfections due to 
slightly increased molecular mobility. We further investigated the heat treatment effects 
by monitoring the electrical properties of [PVA/(SWNT+PSS)]200 while gradually 




C (Figure 14). In addition to 
potential enhancement of charge transport, these data will also provide information on 
thermal stability of the electrical properties. The electrical conductivity of 
[PVA/(SWNT+PSS)]200 was initially 3×10
3
 S/m at 40
o










C are prolonged or repeated. Here, we noticed that the sharp conductivity increase 
at 300
o
C might be associated with not only chemical/physical relaxation of the composite 
but also with irreversible structural rearrangement of SWNTs because the annealing 
process caused permanent changes in electrical properties. This is consistent with 
strengthening of van-der-Waals bonds with temperature, which is typically irreversible. 
 
Figure 15 (A)-(C) In-situ electrical conductivity changes during heat treatment of the 
[PVA/(SWNT+PSS)]200 film.  (A) Electrical conductivity dramatically increases when 
temperature goes to 200
o
C decreasing slowly afterwards. (B) Electrical conductivity 
changes for the first treatment at 200
o
C, the first peak in (A) as forming sticky contacts 
and then aggregates.  (C) Electrical conductivity changes for the second treatment at 
200
o
C, the second peak in (A).  
 
Considering the nature of the temperature effects on the composite structure, one 
can investigate the changes of van Hove singularity peaks in UV-vis spectroscopy before 
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and after thermal treatments. Spectral positioning of van Hove singularities depends on 
SWNT diameters and specific chiral structures.
54
 So, if SWNTs are fully exfoliated as a 
single strand, absorption spectra of the SWNT mixture have discrete peaks corresponding 
to electronic excitation energy, e.g., E11(S), E22(S), E11(M) etc. Also, both E11(S) and E22(S) 
peaks of semiconducting SWNTs can provide useful information about inner 
organization of the composites. As such, E22(S) peaks or peaks in the visible light range 
are less sensitive to chemical doping changes around SWNTs than E11(S) peaks.
55, 56
 
Therefore, only E22(S) or higher energy peaks were examined for the transparent 8, 12, 
and 16 layered films of [PVA/(SWNT+PSS)]. Existence of these van Hove singularity 
peaks is a distinct criterion of the “goodness” of the SWNT solvent as well as the quality 
of the SWNT dispersions.
57
 If these SWNTs are bundled, then down shifting and 
broadening of the peaks can be expected due to band gap lowering inter-tube 
interactions.
58
 In the solid composite system these peak shifting and broadening effects 
become a prominent evidence of molecularly controlled SWNT rearrangements (Figure 
16) leading to tighter connection between SWNTs. Also, thermal annealing does not 
produce any change in macro-appearances at all, but these are only monitored by the 





Figure 16 UV-vis spectroscopy of (a) 8 layered, (b), 12 layered, and (c) 16 layered LBL 
film of [PVA/(SWNT+PSS)]. (a‟, b‟, c‟) The same measurements of the samples were 
compared after 300
o
C thermal annealing treatments. Conspicuous van Hove singularity 
peaks in the original films were broadened and red-shifted which was a good indication 
of permanent molecular structure rearrangement of SWNTs from extreme dispersion to 
tightly connected state.  
 
6. SWNT Concentration Effect during LBL Assemblies 
The solution quality of LBL assemblies affects the layered structure. For example, 
if the concentration of a SWNTs dispersion solution is diluted, then the adsorbed amount 
of SWNT in a given amount of time dipping decreases and the material properties of the 
resulting composite changes. Here, we compared the optical properties of LBL 
assemblies with varied SWNT concentration solutions and the electrical properties of the 
resulting 10 layered films before and after heat treatment at 300
o





Figure 17 SWNT concentration effect during LBL assemblies (A) UV-vis spectroscopy 
of [PVA/diluted (SWNT+PSS)]n LBL assemblies with concentrated, x5 diluted, x25 
diluted SWNT solution. (B) Normalized conductance (S/S’) of the resulting 10 layered 
LBL film with and without heat treatment. S‟ indicated the conductance of as-prepared 
[PVA/concentrated (SWNT+PSS)]10 LBL film. 
 
7. Mechanical Properties of a Conductive LBL Film 
The strength of the transparent thin films is also an important parameter when it 
comes to device manufacturing. Although the strength of very thin films cannot be 
directly quantified, the integrity of the films was not affected at all when we rubbed the 
surface and cut it into a small square (4 mm × 4 mm) to fit our van der Pauw 
measurement setups. To quantify these empirical observations, mechanical properties of 
fairly thick [PVA/SWNT + PSS]200 films were measured. The mechanical strength of the 
thick LBL film was estimated before and after 200 
o
C heat treatment by direct sample 
stretching tests (ASTM D 3039). Tensile strengths/strains of the sample were 150 ± 18 
MPa/6% before and 159 ± 21MPa/5% after the heat treatment, respectively (Figure 18 A, 
B). It makes the LBL films around 2 to ~10 times stronger than the bucky papers.
28, 29
 
They are also exceptionally flexible (Figure 18 C, D), which cannot be attributed to 





Figure 18 Mechanical stretching test results of the [PVA/(SWNT+PSS)]200 LBL film (A) 
before and (B) after 200
o
C heat treatment. (C, D) Demonstration of the flexibility of a 
LBL composite film which is contrasted with rigid SWNT only mats. 
 
8. Phenomenological Analysis of Conductivity in LBL Films   
One of the advantages of LBL films is that one can engineer their nanoscale and 
molecular structure to obtain desirable properties. In this respect, we need to map out 
potential directions for further improvement of their electrical characteristics. In order to 
do that let‟s consider the linear reversible electrical conductivity decrease with 
temperature increase in the set composite leading to more fundamental understanding of 
electrical transport in LBL structures. It can be explained by taking into account (1) 
semiconducting characteristics of SWNTs and (2) Schottky barriers or structural 
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mismatch in metallic and semicoducting SWNT junctions.
59
 The electrical resistance 
(Rcomposite) of a SWNT-polymer composite is associated with intrinsic semiconducting or 
metallic SWNT resistances (RSWNTs) and SWNT-SWNT contact resistances (Rcontact) 
between the nanotubes because polymer matrix in this system is an electrical insulator.
60
  
Despite significant improvement of electrical parameters, the electrical conductivities of 
a composite are below the axial direction measured conductivities of individual SWNTs, 
1~3×10
6 
S/m.  This leads to the conclusion that the SWNT-SWNT contact resistances in 
a composite dominate the total resistance of a composite (Rcontact >> RSWNTs). The SWNT-
SWNT contact resistance (Rcontact) is further factorized into SWNT junction resistances 
including semiconducting-semiconducting (RSS), semiconducting-metallic (RSM), and 
metallic-metallic (RMM) which are much different in their magnitude (RSM >> RSS > RMM).  
However, SWNT junctions in a well dispersed SWNT-polymer composite are not simply 
formed as physically perfect contacts. Instead, very thin polymeric layers, which are 
essential in an LBL system, are likely to be often sandwiched between the tubes 
preventing the pure ohmic contact.  Note that the polymer is a necessary part of the 
SWNT –based material which allows one to make macroscopic objects.  Since the 
polymers used here are insulating, one can safely assume that Rpolymer >> RSM.  Therefore, 
Rcontact can be substituted with one of RSS, RSM, RMM, and Rpolymer.  Taking a single 
electrical conductive route, one can represent it as a series of SWNT-SWNT contacts, 
whose electrical resistance is simply a sum of all these resistances.  
  polymerMMMSSSSWNTscontactSWNTs RxRxRxRxRxRRxR  43211   (1) 
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where, 4321 xxxxx   
If a composite has anisotropic molecular structures such as SWNT alignments, the 
magnitude of x significantly decreases. Numerous electrical conductive routes exist 
which are considered as parallel circuits in a SWNT-polymer composite. Therefore, the 
reciprocal of total resistance (1/Rtot), conductance (Gtot), of a composite can be calculated 
as a sum of the reciprocals of electrical resistances from possible conductive routes. 
totytot GRRRR  /1/1/1/1 21               (2) 
From this analysis, we can set the priority of optimization process for improving 
electrical conductivity because the largest resistance term dominates the total resistance 
of a composite. The first stage of the optimization is to minimize the term, polymerRx 4 , 
which was achieved here by thermal treatment tightening, because it apparently reduced 
the gap between the nanotubes. The second stage should be modification of RSM to RSS or 
RMM because RSM is much larger than RSS or RMM and x1, x2, and x3 are all same orders of 
magnitude. However, current technology can produce only SWNTs mixtures, so that the 
semiconducting-metallic Schottky junctions will remain the main contributors to the 
remaining electrical resistance until the SWNT separation problem is solved. At last, the 
third stage is to minimize the magnitude of x, the number of SWNT contacts, and more 
specifically, hopping chances of a charge carrier. Creating anisotropic nanoscale 
structures such as SWNT‟s layered structures or alignments or using longer conducting 
fillers could be options to reduce x. In the other respect, bundling of SWNTs may 
dramatically limit the number of percolation routes, the magnitude of y, # of effective 
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conductive routes, although SWNT ropes may generate reduced x and, sometimes, the 
composite to be metallic. The reduction of effective conductive routes is a critical issue 
because of structural mismatch of SWNTs which implies that not every SWNT junction 
is effective site for charge carrier hopping.
59
 Therefore, exfoliation in single stranded 
SWNT indeed improves so much the electrical conductivities by increasing the total 
numbers of conductive routes with the same SWNT filling ratio.  
Using the language of this analysis, one can say that the heat treatment improves 
the quality of SWNT-SWNT contacts by partially removing polymer sandwiched 
between them.  SWNT LBL composites have much bigger y than bucky paper because 
bundled SWNTs of a bucky paper critically decrease the possible number of conductive 
routes, y. Hence, SWNT LBL composite with an order of magnitude lower SWNT 
contents could demonstrate the level of electrical conductivities not too far from some 
SWNT-only bucky papers. 
 
9. Conclusion 
In this section, we introduced a pristine SWNT – polymer LBL composite and 
demonstrated effective reinforcement, unique optical transparencies including super 
clearness and useful electrical conductivities with small SWNT contents. The described 
SWNT-polymer LBL composites created effective SWNT-SWNT contacts due to a high 
degree of exfoliation, high homogeneity, and a thermal tightening of gaps between them. 
The electrical conductivities which we measured in the LBL films were substantially 
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higher than most of other PVA-SWNT or insulating polymer-SWNT composites which 




S/m. Compared to the conductivites of SWNT mats made 




S/m), the conductivities here are lower. Although not 
exceeding the 10
6
 S/m record, the current achievement definitely fills the functional 
property gap between pure SWNT films and SWNT-polymer composite system.  We 
should make three points about the LBL structures as it relates to the conductivities: (1) 
the SWNT loading is more than an order of magnitude smaller than in other thin films; (2) 
the SWNTs were not doped; and (3) polymers we used are insulators. The conductivities 
of the composite can potentially be improved several orders of magnitude by addressing 
these aspects in the future structures, but even with current electrical and mechanical data 
this study is a demonstration of effective transfer of SWNT properties in organic thin 
films, which could be applied in numerous fields, from solution processed transparent 




C. SWNT LBL Composites for Flexible Transparent Conductor Applications 
1. Summary 
Transparent conductors (TCs) have been actively searched for a century because 
of continuous expansion for the applications starting from sensors, solar cells, and 
displays and continuing to smart windows, and next generation flexible electronics. Rigid 
semiconducting oxides weredominant material options for years. However, technical 
requirements of TCs not only include electrical conductivity and transparency but also 
demanding mechanical properties and environmental resistance which become 
particularly critical for flexible electronics and solar cells. Traditional single-walled 
carbon nanotube (SWNT) coatings have been suggested as alternative TC materials but 
typically lack mechanical properties. Balancing conductance and strength is regarded as a 
formidable fundamental and practical challenge.  As a result of fine tuning of nanometer 
scale structure, SWNT layer-by-layer (LBL) polymeric nanocomposites can (1) integrate 
mechanical strength and fast charge transport; (2)  produce TC films with 86±1 Ω/sq 
above 80.2±0.1 % transmittance, which is highly comparable with traditional indium-tin 
oxide ITO parameters, and (3) produce sophisticated easy-to-scale-up properties on  any 
flexible/complex surfaces. These technical parameters make LBL SWNT coatings 




2. Experimental  Procedure 
Materials:  Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA, MW: 9,000, 70,000, and 196,000), 
poly(sodium 4-styrene-sulfonate), (PSS, MW: 200,000, PSS(200K) and 1,000,000, 
PSS(1M)) and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. 
SWNTs were purchased from Carbon Nanotechnologies Incorporated (purified HiPco 
SWNTs. Now the company merged with Unidym) (CNI SWNTs) and Carbon Solution 
Co. (P-2, SWNTs) (C-Sol SWNTs).  
LBL assembly:  Purified SWNTs were dispersed in water with helps of 
negatively charged stabilizers such as PSS and SDS. Various molecular weights of PVA 
solutions were prepared. By charge transfer interaction between SWNTs and PVA, or by 
hydrogen binding between possible COOH groups in SWNTs and OH in PVA, they 
formed LBL assemblies on a charged substrate (glass or Si).  Each LBL layering process 
consists of dipping in the PVA or the SWNT solution, water rinsing, and drying.  To 
denote LBL assemblies, [PVA / SWNT (CNI or C-Sol) + stabilizer (PSS or SDS)]n was 
used in which n represents the number of repeated dipping processes in PVA and SWNT 
solutions.  
Instrumental analysis: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken 
with a Philips XL30 field emission gun scanning electron microscope and an FEI Nova 
Nanolab dualbeam FIB and scanning electron microscope. Atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) imaging was performed with Nanoscope III (Digital Instruments/Veeco 
Metrology Group). UV-vis absorption measurements were taken using an Agilent 8453E 
UV-visible spectroscopy. An Agilent 34401A multimeter was used for electrical 
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measurements. Mechanical tests were done by Q systems model 100 (Test Resources). 
Thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed by a PerkinElmer Pyris 1 TGA. 
Ellipsometric measurements were done by M-44 IR Spectroscopic Ellipsometer (J. A. 
Woollam Co., Inc.). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out using a 
Kratos Axis Ultra.  A monochromated Al K alpha X-ray source was used to irradiate the 
sample using a power of 140 W (14 kV, 10 mA).   A chamber pressure of better than 1 x 
10
-9
 was maintained throughout the experiment. Survey scans were performed using a 
pass energy of 160 eV, a step size of 1 eV, and a dwell time of 200 ms. Detailed scans 
were acquired with a pass energy of 20 eV, a step size of 0.1 eV, and a dwell time of 200 
ms.  A flood gun was used for charge compensation. 
 
3. Optical Properties by Bundling State of SWNTs 
One of the apparent advantages of molecular LBL assemblies over conventional 
solution casting is a preservation of nanoscale building block dispersion quality from a 
solution to the solid state. As introduced in the previous section, exfoliated SWNTs 
dispersed in a PSS solution were maintained in a thin film composite by a direct 
adsorption layering and a molecular thin sandwiched LBL structures.
17
  The role of 
stabilizers such as polyelectrolytes and surfactants is to increase SWNT‟s solvation in 
water by shielding hydrophobic sidewalls of SWNTs. In SWNT TC applications, 
stabilizers are considered to be impurities hampering free movement of charge carriers in 
percolation type conduction routes. Thus, efforts have been focused on removing residual 









These stages actually negated some of the conceptual advantages of the TCs from 
SWNTs, such as low temperature processing. If we change the perspectives and consider 
the benefits of a suitable stabilizer for TC applications, they can (1) increase 
mechanically stability; (2) increase environmental stability in harsh environments, (3) 
serve as in-situ doping agent, and (4) of course, improve SWNT exfoliation.  
PSS and SDS are two of most commonly used stabilizers of SWNT dispersions 
(Figure 19 A).  UV-vis absorbance spectra display van Hove singularity peaks indicative 
of the high degree of nanotubes exfoliation, predominantly at the level of single stranded 
nanotubes. Comparing peaks‟ positions and shapes, SWNTs from CNI stabilized by PSS 
(SWNT/PSS) have slightly sharper shape and their positions are more shifted to the blue 
side of the spectrum than the sample dispersed with SDS (SWNT/SDS). Similarly, it is 
shown that high molecular PSS (1M) produced slightly better exfoliation than lower 
molecular PSS (200K). Thicker SWNT bundles are usually corresponded to broadened 





Figure 19 (A) Visibly black-colored homogenous dispersions of C-Sol and CNI SWNTs 
with PSS (1M , 200K) and SDS stabilization. (B, C) UV-spectroscopy of (B) solutions 
demonstrated in A and (C) [PVA / CNI SWNTs + PSS (1M)] LBL TC films before and 
after H2SO4 (95%, 120%) treatments. (D) Ellipsometry thickness measurements of [PVA 





Figure 20 SEM images of (A) [PVA / CNI SWNT + PSS (1M)] (T=95%) after superacid 
treatment, (B) [PVA / CNI SWNT + SDS] (T=83%) after superacid treatment, (C) [PVA 
/ C-Sol SWNT + PSS (1M)] (T=86%) after superacid treatment, and (D) [PVA / C-Sol 
SWNT + SDS] (T=82%) LBL films after superacid treatment. (E) [ PVA/ C-Sol SWNT + 
PSS(1M)] LBL film without acid treatment. (F) [PVA / C-Sol SWNT + PSS(1M)]200 
free-standing LBL film with super-acid treatment.   
 
The degree of exfoliation in the coating is expected to go in parallel with that in 
solution.  Indeed, substantial difference in SWNT bundle sizes in LBL films for the two 
stabilizers was noticed. (Figure 20 AB) SWNT bundles made with SDS wrapping were 
2~5 times thicker than those made by PSS stabilization although macroscale appearance 
was identical. The bundle size also significantly influenced the light transmittance (T) at 
λ=550nm (T/100 = 10
-α
) of the LBL films measured after 10 deposition cycles: T = 
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95±0.5% for more exfoliated SWNT/PSS versus T = 83±0.5% for more bundled 
SWNT/SDS. This effect can be understood as the result of (1) greater incorporation of 
graphene-based compounds in the LBL films and (2) SWNT-SWNT electronic state 
coupling leading to stronger adsorption in the visible range
15-17
 for dispersions and 
composites with greater degree of bundling.  
Currently, the properties of nanotubes are critically dependent on a manufacturer. 
While the previous experiments were carried out with nanotubes from CNI made by 
high-pressure CO conversion (HiPCO), it was necessary to verify the observation for a 
different kind of SWNTs, such as C-Sol SWNTs, which were produced by electric arc 
discharge (EA). Commercially available P-2 SWNTs from C-Sol are known to longer 
and larger in diameter than those from CNI.  Light absorbance spectra of C-Sol SWNT 
dispersions did not reveal van Hove singularities, which is indicative of more bundling 
(Figure 19 B).  SEM observation of C-Sol SWNTs by PSS and SDS, however, showed 
the same trends of agglomeration state in LBL films as SWNTs from CNI. Although 
exfoliation of longer C-Sol SWNTs as not efficient as the shorter CNI ones, PSS still 
works better for debundling them. (Figure 20 CD)  The light transmittances at λ=550 nm 
of LBL coatings made after 10 deposition cycles with PSS and SDS was found to be T = 




4. TC Performance Change by Super-Acid Treatment 
Here, we focus on the effect of chemical treatment in which we expect two effects: 
(1) annealing by removing loosely bound polymer, and (2) chemical doping. Previously, 
we demonstrated that tighter SWNT contacts formed by thermal annealing of CNI 
SWNT/PSS LBL thin films at 300
o
C increase more than an order of magnitude of 
electrical conductivities. Analogously, acid treatments such as 70% HNO3,
18, 28
 and 97% 
SOCl2
62, 63
 were introduced to increase the TC performance. In order to maximize 
conductivity, extreme concentrations, 120 % of H2SO4 („super-acid‟) were tested here.   
For understanding the acid treatment effects on SWNT polymeric nanocomposites, 
light absorbance spectra (Figure 19 C) were useful. 95% H2SO4 causes significance 
absorbance drop at the S22 transition in the range of 700~900nm characteristic for 
semiconducting SWNTs as well as sweeping all the characteristic peaks.  These changes 
are  typical for p-type ion doping transitions
64, 65
 caused by down-shifting of the Fermi 
level,EF.
65
 120% H2SO4 increased the ion doping effects further. Although the analysis 
of doping effects of this polymeric nanocomposite system cannot be easily done, one can 
speculate based on the data for simpler systems that intercalated SO3
-
 dopant increases 
the percentage of highly-doped metallic behaving SWNTs, unlike HNO3 doping.
65, 66
    
However, chemical doping effects are known to be weakened gradually in air 
environment. For preventing this weakening effect, PEDOT/PSS capping layers were 
employed and the doped SWNT films became quasi-stable in their conductivities for 2 
weeks.
67
 By utilizing the same principles, we doped our LBL film with super-acid every 
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5 layers, which covers SWNT doping of a SWNT LBL composite with successive 
polymer layers. Furthermore, in order to maximize TC performance, we tried C-Sol P-2 
SWNTs in this work. Although C-Sol SWNTs have higher optical resistance as seen in 
the previous section, overall TC performance of C-Sol SWNTs are better than that of 
CNI SWNTs. 
Figure 21 compares TC performances by three stabilizers - SDS, PSS (200K), and 
PSS (1M) - in the plots of electrical conductivity vs. optical transparency. Interestingly, 
TC performances of C-Sol SWNT LBL coatings with super-acid treatments ranked from 
higher molecular weight stabilizers, which contradict to our current knowledge on the 
roles of stabilizers. The optimally conditioned [PVA / C-Sol SWNT + PSS(1M)] LBL 
nanocomposite showed Rs=86 Ω/sq with T (λ=550nm) = 80% which is the similar level 
of the best performance of all SWNT TC coatings.
18, 22, 68
  Among these SWNT coatings, 
this SWNT LBL composite is differentiated as polymeric nanomoposites with strong 
binding interactions as shown in chapter 1. It might be useful to know the performance of 





Figure 21 Comparisons of TC performances in (A) [PVA / C-Sol SWNT + PSS(1M)], 
[PVA / C-Sol SWNT + PSS(200K)], and [PVA / C-Sol SWNT + SDS] LBL films with 
super-acid treatment every 5 bi-layers, and (B) [PVA / C-Sol SWNT + PSS(1M)] LBL 
films with super-acid treatment every 5 bi-layers.   
 
5. Mechanical Properties 
 It should be emphasized that after super-acid treatment the residual polymer 
binders, which are actually strongly interacting with SWNTs, contribute significantly to 
the mechanical properties of the coatings, which essential for TC applicatons. For 
accurate mechanical property measurements, we constructed a [PVA / C-Sol SWNT + 
PSS (1M)]200 free-standing LBL film. After super-acid treatment, the free-standing LBL 
composite became 250nm in thickness. Tensile modulus, strength, and toughness of the 
free-standing film were estimated to be 12.3±3.4 GPa, 218±13 MPa, and 8±1.7 J/g, 
respectively. (Figure 22 A) These values are 2.5 times in modulus and 2.9 times in 
strength higher than the strongest bucky papers.
28
 Finally, we demonstrated that the 





Figure 22 (A) Mechanical property measurement data by direct streteching test of [PVA 
/ C-Sol SWNT + PSS (1M)]200 free-stading LBL film with super-acid treatment. (B) 
Large-scale demonstration of SWNT LBL TC coating.    
 
6. Conclusion 
 In this section, we demonstrate that inclusion of a non-conductive polymer in 
LBL SWNT composites that might be considered as a counter-intuitive decision for 
making TCs, can not only produce viable TC coatings but actually matches if not 
improves the best electrical parameters for analogous systems reported so far. Equally 
important, molecularly thin polymeric binders between SWNT layers significantly 
improve mechanical stability. Additionally, TC performance of the SWNT LBL film can 
be fine-tuned by 1% increments in transmittance. The dip-coating based LBL process can 
be easily scaled-up without dramatic cost or quality deterioration as the case for other 
processes of nanortube deposition. Although, more work still needed to exceed the 
performance of ITO and to establish compatibility with electronic and chemical 
properties of other materials, the current coatings can be used for ITO replacement in 
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Advanced LBL Assemblies 
A. SWNT Combing during LBL Assembly: from Random Adsorption to 
Aligned Composites 
1. Summary 
Oriented SWNTs in polymer composites have shown improvements in the 
physical properties of a composite due to the anisotropic shape and properties of SWNTs. 
Beside fundamental importance, controlled alignment of SWNTs during composite 
fabrication implies better material function performance in a variety applications 
including biomedical field. This chapter presents a new fabrication technique, where 
aligned SWNTs and robust SWNT-polymer composites can be made using a fusion 
method of SWNT combing and LBL assembly. As mentioned, LBL assembly 
demonstrated exceptional processing ability in constructing the uniform distribution of a 
SWNT-polymer composite. Combined with this uniformity, this SWNT combing 
technique endows controlled alignment of single stranded SWNTs in a SWNT-polymer 
composite system. SWNT combing employs air-water interfacial forces to change the 
molecular topography from random adsorption state to stretched alignment of SWNTs. 
More specifically, air-water interfacial forces are associated with an excess viscous drag 
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force and an intrinsic dewetting rate along SWNTs. Moreover, the alignment efficiency 
of SWNTs is high enough to construct a multilayered LBL film with horizontal-linear 
weaving structures. This simple method also can be applied for aligning other nanowire 
materials because it utilizes simple geometric features of SWNTs. 
2. Introduction 
Controlled alignment of anisotropic nanoscale building blocks such as nanotubes, 
nanorods, and nanowires is considered a critical factor for fabricating functional 
nanocomposites which have anisotropic physical properties with exceptionally high 
nanomaterial content.
1-3
  For example, exceptional physical and chemical properties of 
SWNTs are closely related to their highly anisotropic geometrical structures; hollow 
tubular structures with a diameter of few nanometers and a length of a few micrometers.
4
  
Hence, the alignment of SWNT has been attempted utilizing various means of SWNT 






 and gas-liquid interfacial
7, 8, 12
 
fields.  While substantial success had been achieved on obtaining coatings of independent 
SWNT with parallel orientation, the method of making bulk SWNT composites, still 
needs to be elaborated.
13, 14
  Additionally, the magnetic field techniques applied to non-





 has demonstrated exceptional uniformity and 
versatility for constructing a nanostructure composite with various nano-building 
blocks.
17, 18
 In scientific context of organized SWNT composites, we introduce a new 
fusion method for aligning SWNTs during LBL assembly by air-water interfacial force, 
which can be termed as “SWNT combing”.
19
 Pressurized air flow over a wet surface with 
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randomly adsorbed SWNTs, combs and stretches SWNTs so that the surface topography 
changes from random to a unidirectional orientation.  A similar technique has been used 
for DNA stretching.
19-21
 This simple method is not only efficient for aligning SWNTs but 
also robust enough to stack the multilayer through adoption of a high temperature 
annealing step for fixing aligned structures.  Thus, multilayered LBL film combined with 
SWNT combing demonstrated a high density of SWNT loading with horizontal-linear 
alignment of single-stranded SWNTs.  The oriented structure of a SWNT nanocomposite 
film will improve the functional performance of nanotube materials
22
 in applications to 
biological tissue engineering, solar cell, artificial muscle, sensor, and a wide range of 
electronics. Furthermore, the methodological principle of a SWNT combing can be 
applied to other materials such as nanowires or nanorods because the alignment driving 
forces are associated with the geometrical anisotropic feature and the interfacial bonding 




3. Experimental Procedure  
Materials:  Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA, MW: 70,000 ~ 100,000) and Poly(sodium 
4-styrene-sulfonate), (PSS, MW: 1,000,000) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. 
The purified HiPco single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) used for the experiment were 
purchased from Carbon Nanotechnologies Incorporated (CNI).  
LBL assembly:  Purified HiPco SWNTs were dispersed in 1 wt-% PSS solution 
with a 2 hr mild sonication in a VWR Model 150HT ultrasonic cleaner.
23
  The dispersion 
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was centrifuged at 5000 rpm and then the supernatant was collected.  1 wt-% of PVA 
solution was prepared for another LBL partner.  By charge transfer or hydrogen bonding 
interactions, PVA formed LBL assemblies with SWNTs or PSS which is wrapping 
SWNTs.  Each LBL layering process consists of 10 min dipping in the PVA or the 
SWNT solution, water rinsing, and drying. For denoting LBL assemblies, [PVA/SWNT]n 
was used in which n represents the number of repeated dipping processes in PVA and 
SWNT solutions.  SWNT combing is performed by 15 psig of an air flow during this 
interim drying step following a water rinsing step.  For a multilayered film with aligned 
SWNTs, a high temperature annealing step, 150 
o
C for 10 min, is followed in order to fix 
the aligned structures. 
Instrumental analysis: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken 
with a Philips XL30 Field Emission Gun Scanning Electron Microscope and a FEI Nova 
Nanolab Dualbeam FIB and Scanning Electron Microscope.  Atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) imaging was performed with Nanoscope III (Digital Instruments/Veeco 
Metrology Group). UV-vis absorption measurements were taken using an Agilent 8453E 
UV-visible spectroscopy and Newport PR-950 Broadband polarization rotator. 
 
4. SWNT Combing during LBL Assembly 
Although SWNT LBL composites have exceptional uniformity with virtually 
perfect single-stranded dispersion of SWNTs, it is perceived that the alignment of 





 In this respect, we want to point out that some degree of 
organization of SWNT, i.e. restriction on their special orientation, is introduced by LBL 
simply for the nature of the adsorption process.
24
 SWNTs have inherently preferential in-
plane orientation in LBL composites because nanotubes approaching the substrate surface 
in a perpendicular direction have obvious difficulty with adhering to the polymer layer.  
The orientation effects can be observed particularly well for flat nanocolloids, such as 
clay sheets.
25
 In this work, purified HiPCO SWNTs, which has been purchased from 
Carbon Nanotechnologies, Inc., were dispersed in a poly(4-styrene sulfonate) (PSS) 
solution.  Dispersed SWNTs wrapped by PSS become one LBL assembly component and 
poly(vinyl alcohol) becomes its LBL partner enabling sequential adsorption.  On a 
charged substrate, these two components are assembled with dipping processes in each 
component followed by an interim rinsing step which removes excess non-adsorbed 
components from the surface and a drying step which stabilizes the newly formed 
molecular layer.  The orientation of SWNT, i.e. nanotube combing, is carried out during 
these interim drying steps which follow the rinsing of excess SWNTs on the PVA surface.  
Pressurized air blowing at 1.5 psig makes the randomly oriented SWNTs stretched by air-
water interfacial forces (for experimental schematics, see Figure 23).   
5. Characterization of SWNT Alignments 
The images in Figure 24 (B)-(D) show that most SWNTs on the PVA surface are 
not just aligned in one direction but also stretched.  The feature of this SWNT combing 
method is the alignment of single-stranded SWNTs whose diameter is around 1.0 ~ 1.4 





 single stranded SWNT alignment with high density was rarely reported.  
In addition, the alignment efficiency is quite high with more than 80 % of SWNTs 
aligned. (Figure 24 (B)) The characteristics of the alignment process here are similar to 
that of DNA combing.
19, 21
 The difference, however, is that the SWNTs are combed by 
the strong viscous drag forces of a fast moving air-water interfacial meniscus generated 
by pressurized air flow after SWNTs are randomly attached to the surface, while DNA is 
















Figure 23 (A) Types of aligned SWNT composites include vertical, horizontal-linear and 
horizontal-cross oriented SWNT films as well as fibers and tubes. (B) Simplified 
experimental setup for SWNT combing, which produces a horizontal-linear alignment of 
SWNTs in a LBL film. Pressurized air flow with 15 psig is applied to a LBL substrate 
which has SWNT layers with a 10 mm gap. (C) Schematic expression of SWNT combing 
by air-water interfacial forces. 
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Figure 24 (A) The AFM height image of a randomly adsorbed SWNT LBL assembly, 3 
layers, demonstrates the high density loading of SWNTs with single stranded dispersions. 
(B) The AFM phase image of aligned SWNTs by SWNT combing which changes the 
topography of 1 layer of [PVA/SWNT+PSS]1 LBL assembly from random adsorption to 
stretched alignment. (C) The AFM phase image of aligned SWNT in a multiple layered 
LBL assembly, [PVA/SWNT+PSS]2. (D) The SEM image of aligned SWNT in a 
multiple layered LBL assembly, [PVA/SWNT+PSS]3. The bar in the images represents 1 
micro-meter each.  
 
SWNT combing method also bears similarities to the previously tested flow 
induced alignments of SWNTs when they start adhering to the surface.
1, 6-8





described here is better suitable for the preparation of aligned flat composites mainly due 
to the presence of the polymer and larger amounts of SWNTs involved as well as 
excellent efficiency.  SWNT combing after random deposition of SWNTs can achieve 
both the high density of SWNTs and high degree of orientation because these two 
processes, deposition and orientation, were performed into two distinct steps.  In fluid 
dynamic approaches, a liquid flow driven alignment of SWNTs is less efficient
6
 because 
the velocity in wall areas becomes zero even with high bulk flow velocity, given the 
height of SWNTs, 1nm, lower than the height of two water molecules.  However, the 
surface velocity of a receding meniscus in this SWNT combing was much higher than a 
few cm/s although the exact measurement might need a special study.   
To confirm that air-water interfacial forces is the key element in SWNT combing, 
we compared degree of nanotube orientation in films obtained with various LBL 
procedures, for instance, stagnant rinsing and drying as well as water flow rinsing.  When 
a substrate was dipped in a stagnant SWNT dispersion, only flow of pressurized air gave 
aligned SWNTs; no other condition resulted in an effective orientation of SWNTs (Figure 
24 (A)).  Moreover, Figure 24 (C), (D) demonstrates that post LBL SWNT combing 
made the multilayer stacking possible because the subsequent polymer layer protected the 
aligned SWNTs. Immobilization of SWNT in the multilayers was previously 
hypothesized when discussing the reasons for significantly improved mechanical 
properties of SWNT LBL composites.
26
 Thermal annealing (150 
o
C, 10 min) after each 
SWNT combing was adopted for increasing the alignment efficiency for obtaining 
aligned multilayer composites.  At elevated temperature, carboxyl groups (-COOH) on 
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SWNTs and hydroxyl groups (-OH) on PVA can easily form ester bonds.
27
  Even though 
the purified SWNTs were wrapped with the PSS, the ends of the SWNTs generally 
remain open due to higher possibility of existing carboxyl groups, which are connected to 
hydroxyl groups in PVA by crosslinking.  Furthermore, heat treatment of an LBL film 
can closely pack the components, which resulted in confinement of SWNTs in their 
aligned states. Therefore, three layers of linearly weaved SWNTs, [PVA/(SWNT+PSS)]3 
preserved an almost perfect alignment of SWNTs as well as two bi-layers. (Figure 24 C, 
D) 
 
Figure 25 Height sectional analysis of aligned SWNTs. Around 1 nm of height indicates 
that the aligned SWNTs are well dispersed as a single stranded SWNT. The bar in the 




Alignment of SWNTs is considered to be a general macro-scale process, as 
opposed to micro/nano-scale localized effect. This point can be supported by polarized 
light absorption spectroscopy measurement.
28
 If the incident polarized light is parallel to 
the alignment direction of SWNTs, then absorbance decreases but characterized light 
absorption peaks of SWNTs emerge clearly. (Figure 26)  These characterized peaks come 
from the van Hove singularities, which are the electronic transitions from the valence to 





Figure 26 Polarized absorption spectra of an aligned SWNT LBL film with 
perpendicular and parallel to the incident polarized light.  
 
6. Alignment Mechanism of SWNT Combing 
The theory of molecular combing developed for DNA
19, 21
 can be extended to the 
SWNT alignment presented here.  The interacting alignment forces between the rod-like 
polymer chain, DNA, and the surface, in which the receding speed of a meniscus is slow, 
Wavelength (nm)




















































300 micro-meter/s, are estimated mainly as the surface tension force.
19
  However, in this 
SWNT combing case, the velocity of a receding meniscus should be considered by 
association with the hydrodynamic drag force and the rate of intrinsic dewetting along the 
SWNTs because the surface velocity is much higher than that of DNA combing.  The 
hydrodynamic drag forces can be calculated by assuming a SWNT as a circular cylinder.  
The drag force per unit length on a cylinder of radius R is expressed by




















  , where /Re UR , 


   
(kinematic viscosity),  (viscosity), U(characteristic velocity)  and  ...5772.0  is the 
Euler’s constant.
30
  The intrinsic dewetting (not driven by external forces) velocity V 



















  (nonslipping film) with  (surface 
tension),  (contact angle), b(slippage length), w(width of the rim), and L(constant of 
order 10).
31
  Based on these theoretical principles, the sheer force of SWNT combing 
effects is estimated to be the excess drag forces, which are caused by the differences 
between the surface velocity of the receding meniscus and the intrinsic dewetting velocity 
along SWNTs.  Furthermore, in order to avoid detaching the SWNTs from the surface, 
this excess hydrodynamic force should be less than the difference in adsorption forces of 
SWNTs between the wet and the dry states, From this analysis, the processing variables 
that increase the efficiency of SWNT alignment include the viscosity of a rinsing liquid, 
the surface tension of the liquid, the interaction between SWNTs and the surface, and the 




In this study, a new technique for alignment of SWNT-polymer composites based 
on LBL assemblies and SWNT combing taking advantage of the air-water interfacial 
meniscus during a drying step in the LBL process was introduced. This technique is fast 
and efficient; it also produces SWNT-polymer nanocomposites with a single-strand 
quality and high density of SWNT stacking in a LBL composite.  Analysis of SWNT 
alignment features on the basis of DNA stretching theory suggests that the excess drag 
force of a receding air-water meniscus and the surface velocity of an intrinsic dewetting 
are essential for SWNT alignment.   
 The controlled orientation of SWNTs in polymer composites implies the 
dramatic performance improvements for anisotropic SWNT-polymer composites in wide 
ranges of applications.  For example, the oriented SWNT-polymer composite for artificial 
muscle or actuator application will possess improved directional electrical and 
mechanical properties.  The biocompatibility of LBL SWNT composites
32
 and other 
SWNT composites
33, 34
 for tissue engineering applications will accommodate mammalian 
cells which will grow along the direction of the SWNT orientation due to directed 
electrical potential during culturing.  Directed anisotropic response of oriented SWNTs 
will open new possibilities for actuation and other biomedical and electronic applications 
of SWNT-polymer composites.   
Several recent studies of anisotropic properties driven by orientation of SWNTs in 
polymer nanocomposites displayed very substantial physical effects in mechanical, 
electrical and thermal properties.
22, 35, 36
 Besides that, this area remains still mostly 
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unexplored due to the lack of robust fabrication techniques for aligned SWNT-polymer 
nanocomposites.  LBL films can serve as a convenient model for such composites due to 
the ability of preparation of films with any thickness and immobilization of previously 
deposited SWNT multilayers.  The investigation of deformation effects depending on the 
degree and the direction of SWNT alignment can answer many questions related to the 
dependence of mechanics of failure on composite organization. 
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B. Dewetting LBL Assembly 
1. Summary 
LBL assembly is one of the most ubiquitous coating techniques today. It also 
offers a pathway for multifunctional/multicomponent materials with molecular-scale 
control of stratified structures. However, technological applications of LBL are impeded 
by laborious and fluid-demanding nature of the process. It is also important to have 
control of lateral organization of the films. Using the deposition of SWNTs and other 
nanoscale colloids, we introduce a new approach to LBL based on dewetting phenomena, 
d-LBL. Its strengths include: (1) elimination of rinsing steps, (2) significant acceleration 
of the process, (3) improvement of lateral organization of the films represented by 
alignment of fibrous nanocolloids and creation of fractal networks and (4) ability to 
produce nanostructured coatings from colloids when classical LBL fails.  The generality 
of d-LBL can compete with traditional LBL and was demonstrated for cellulose 
nanowires, polyelectrolyte pairs, and semiconductor nanoparticles, metal oxides, and Au 
nanorods.   
 
2. Introduction 
LBL assembly is a simple and versatile method for materials design with 
nanometer scale control over internal architecture. The technique has been already 
applied to a large variety of polymers and nanomaterials, such as polyelectrolytes, 
proteins, viruses, cells, nanoparticles, nanowires, nanotubes, etc, resulting in a palette of 
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remarkable materials with stratified organization.
16, 18, 24, 37, 38
 Analyzing the potential 
directions for further development of LBL and materials made by it, we can point to three 
fundamental issues, which represent the bottlenecks of this technology.    
(1) Adsorption of some LBL multilayers can be time consuming. Researchers 










 and “exponential” growth
47
 had been invented/discovered.  However, 
acceleration of the buildup often comes at a price: some loss of structural control or 
universality.  
(2) In a typical LBL construct, each component must be adsorbed independently 
as a separate layer, followed by a rinsing step during which excess of the component is 
removed. Rinsing plays the key role in LBL assemblies because it results in precise 
nanoscale thickness control.  However, the rinsing steps generate large amounts of waste, 
which is a deterrent for both practical applications especially as a technique for 
nanomaterials production.  
(3) Besides the control of materials organization in the direction perpendicular to 
the substrate, it is also important to provide means of structural control laterally to the 
substrate. This is particularly essential for LBL materials with “made-to-order” electrical, 
mechanical and thermal transport properties which require organization of components in 







In this study we want to suggest a potential resolution of these problems and a 
new approach to the LBL deposition.   
Here, we show that the LBL cycle can be drastically accelerated by eliminating 
the rinsing operations. Importantly, it can be done without sacrificing other attractive 
features of LBL multilayers, such as simplicity, universality and stratification of the 
coatings. The LBL approach (d-LBL) described here takes advantage of dewetting effect, 
51, 52
 which occurs at solid-liquid interfaces for which the contact angle is high. This was 
achieved by adding small amount of dimethylformamide (DMF) to both polyelectrolyte 
and SWNT dipping solutions. d-LBL shortens time for the preparation of micron-scale 
films by ~30 times. It also produces quite unusual fishnet lateral morphology of the 
SWNT multilayers with fractal features, which resulted in improvement of the 
mechanical properties. Additionally, unique combination of d-LBL forces acting at the 
triple air-solid-liquid interface enables efficient alignment of the adsorbed axial species.  
Furthermore, d-LBL enables successful deposition of the coatings from branched SnO2 
nanowires, which failed with conventional LBL. Due to 3D nature of these wires it opens 
interesting possibilities for materials design. We also demonstrate that d-LBL is quite 
general and can be applied to other LBL materials, such as Au nanorods (NRs), cellulose 
nanowires, polylectrolytes and semiconducting CdTe nanoparticles (NPs).  In case of Au 
NRs, markedly different optical properties of d-LBL and regular LBL were obtained.  So, 
overall, the d-LBL deposition can be an essential tool that can be useful to both accelerate 






3. Experimental Procedure 
Preparation of LBL solutions: The stable dispersion of SWNTs (Carbon 
Nanotechnologies Inc.) with PSS (Sigma-Aldrich, MW 1,000,000) was prepared in an 
ultrasonic bath (Cole-Parmer, Power 700W) for 4 hours. In a dispersion solution, PSS 
was varied from 0.5 %, 1 %, 2 % and SWNT concentration was adjusted to ~ 0.05 % (= 
0.5 mg/ml). PVA (Sigma-Aldrich, MW 70,000), PDDA (Sigma-Aldrich, MW 400,000), 
PEI (Sigma-Aldrich, MW 25,000) and PSS solutions were prepared with 0.5 %, 1 %, 2 %. 
Preparation of CdTe semiconducting nanoparticles followed our previous article.
55, 56
   
The SnO2 nanowires were provided by Prof. Wei Lu.   
Film Characterization: The contact angle measurements performed on a 
polymer coated surface which was prepared by LBL assembly technique. We dropped 20 
l PVA and PSS solutions to measure advancing and sucked back a few l again to 
observe dewetting contact angles on a PVA and PSS surface respectively. We repeated 
those measurements by varying contents of DMF in solutions. 
The d-LBL samples for imaging were prepared on both Si substrates and glass 
slides depending on the measurement requirements. For d-LBL (polymer dewet), a glass 
slide was dipped in the polymer solution for 10 seconds and cleansed as dewetting modes. 
The last drops on the edges were removed by approaching Kimwipes
®
. Normally, 
dewetting mode cleansing took less than 30 seconds although these varied by contents of 
DMF, temperature and so on. All the conventional LBL or [polymer rinse] samples were 
done with 10 minutes dipping followed by rinsing in clean water for 1 min.  
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UV-vis spectroscopy (Agilent 8453) was performed by the sample prepared on a 
glass slide. SEM (FEI, Nova Nanolab Dualbeam FIB and Scanning Electron Microscope) 
and AFM (Digital Instruments, Nanoscope 3a) were observed the sample prepared on a 
Si substrate. The ellipsometry (J.A. Woollam M-44) measurements were collected 3 
times with varying measurement directions of the samples on a Si substrate and then 
averaged. To determine the thickness increment trend is linear, not exponential in the 
Figure 29 a, the R-squared values were calculated to be 0.9819 for linear and 0.9036 for 
exponential regressions.  
Adsorption morphology pattering experiments were performed in differing the 
position of a substrate during dewetting movements or blowing mild air. In dewetting 
force dominating pattern experiments, the substrate was held in horizontal plane (Figure 
31 A, B). Aligning of SWNTs were performed by holding the substrate vertical position 
to use gravity forces to speed up dewetting movements (Figure 31 C, D) and cellulose 
NW alignments were done using mild air blow to guide dewetting lines (Figure 31 F).  
Mechanical stretching results of the 300 layered d-LBL film were obtained by 3 
times of testing (100Q model, TestResources Inc.) after the film was peeled off from the 
glass substrate by dipping in 1 % HF solution.  
For the demonstration of generalized d-LBL assemblies, i.e., [PDDA dewet / PSS 
dewet] and [PEI dewet / CdTe dewet], polymer solutions were used as 0.5 wt% and 10 % 
DMF were added. d-LBL procedures are following; 10 sec dipping and less than 30 sec 
of self-cleansing by dewetting in each component adsorption. [SnO2 nano-object dewet / 
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PDDA / PSS] were done by 10 sec dipping followed by dewetting in the 50% DMF SnO2 
dispersion.  
 
4. Principles of Dewetting LBL Assembly 
Typical LBL assemblies consist of series of 4 basic steps; (1) immersion of the 
substrate into solution of a polymer or other high molecular weight material (2) rinsing to 
remove excess of the first component on a substrate, (3) immersion into a solution of a 
different high molecular weight material, and (4) rinsing to remove excess of the second 
LBL component. Adsorption step of each component can take anywhere between few 
seconds to an hour, while rinsing steps can take between few seconds to ten minutes. 
These basic steps are then repeated as many times as necessary to reach a desired 
thickness of the film. Now let’s consider the case when the LBL solutions are dewetted 
from the substrate surface. They are not supposed to leave appreciable amount of the 
solution on the surface, because this is not thermodynamically and kinetically favorable 
for the fluid.  If the cases of extreme wetability and hydrophobicity are avoided,
57-59
 
rinsing steps can be completely avoided and the LBL deposition in a cycle may be 
reduced to only 2 steps. The question now is “Is it possible?” If yes, can one achieve the 
deposition of the multilayers in the cyclic manner similar to what we typically have in 
case of LBL? Are the properties of the produced material comparable to those made by 
conventional LBL?”  
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Adsorption step of SWNTs in our experience tend to require substantially longer 
time than that for a polymer. One can speculate that this is because of the lower charge 
density and/or greater rigidity of the carbon nanotube, which in turn, result in the 
sluggishness of molecular and nanoscale re-arrangements necessary for the successful 
adsorption
56
. In order to realize dewetting conditions, we added DMF to solutions of both 
SWNT-PSS and PVA. Advancing (wetting) contact angles and receding (dewetting) 
contact angles were measured for different DMF concentrations in PVA and PSS 
solutions (Figure 27). As DMF is added, wetting states of solutions over a surface 
dramatically change from stable to unstable which yields a substantial increase of 
receding contact angles. (Figure 27) The latter are particularly important for d-LBL from 
the perspective of removal of the excess of the solution, brought about by pinning of the 
droplets with low contact angles. Note the broad maximum in receding angle indicating 
existence of optimal DMF contents. Advancing contact angle is convenient for evaluation 
of attractive forces between the polymers in a solution and on the surface. It decreases as 
the attraction becomes stronger. So, the advancing contact angles between different 
polymers in solution and on substrate, i.e. pairs such as PVA(solution)+PSS(solid) or 
vice versa, are quite small regardless of DMF contents (Figure 27 E, F), which is 
beneficial for LBL adsorption. Simultaneously, advancing angles between same polymers, 
i.e. pairs such as PVA(solution)+PVA(solid) and PSS(solution)+PSS(solid), are very 
high (Figure 27 C, D).  Altogether, it is consistent with the picture of intermolecular 
forces necessary for layer alternation in d-LBL and demonstrates that the balanced 






Figure 27 Contacts angle measurements. (A) The advancing and receding droplets and 
(C) their contact angle of 2% PVA solution on a PVA coated surface. (B) The advancing 
and receding droplets and (D) their contact angle of 1% PSS solution on a PSS coated 
surface. Contact angle measurements of (E) 1% PSS solution on a PVA coated surface, 
and (F) 1% PVA solution on a PSS surface. There were dramatic changes in contact 
angle hysteresis or wetting angles between (C, D) and (E, F). Instant droplet spreading 
occurs in (E, F) because there are effective attracting forces between two different LBL 
polymers, the driving forces for LBL assemblies. However, dewetting (receding) angles 
in all cases were not different much because those attraction forces of advancing droplets 
in (E, F) no longer exist or significantly weaken by already formed LBL polymer 
adsorption so that the interactions involved in all receding droplets are the same kind 




5. Self-Cleansing Effect of Dewetting LBL Assembly 
 
Figure 28 Comparative evaluation of basic properties of films made by dewetting and 
classical LBL. SEM images with different magnification of (A-C) conventional LBL 
([PVA (10min) rinse / SWNT (10min) rinse]5, (D-F) d-LBL ([PVA (10sec) dewet / 
SWNT (10sec) dewet]5. The arrows in (D) indicate typical islands caused by dewetting 
instability. (G, H) Optical appearances of d–LBL coated films, ([PVA (10sec) 
dewet/SWNT (10sec) dewet]n. (G) n = 2 and (H) n = 3. (I) [PVA (10sec) 
dewet+rinse/SWNT (10sec) dewet]2, (J) [PVA (10min) rinse / SWNT (10min) rinse]2, (K) 
[PVA (10sec) dewet+rinse/SWNT (10sec) dewet]3, (L) [PVA (10min) rinse / SWNT 
(10min) rinse]3. For all the images, the very top layer was SWNTs. 
 
Now, let’s demonstrate that dewetting (a) results in self-cleansing on the top-most 
LBL surface (Figure 28) and (b) does not prevent LBL growth. SWNTs are quite 
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convenient for characterizing the efficiency of self-cleansing by dewetting because they 
provide distinct micro-/nano-scale topological features. So, the cyclic d-LBL procedure 
was performed as described in the Experimental alternating deposition and dewetting of a 
substrate with solutions of PVA and SWNT-PSS both in 10% DMF/water mixture. The 
total adsorption time of SWNTs was reduced from 10 min to 10 sec. The surface 
morphology of d-LBL films as observed by SEM (Figure 28) is very similar to that of 
conventional LBL. There are no big aggregates of the coagulated components that should 
have formed when considerable quantities of solutions were left on the substrate. Note, 
however, that there are microscopic islands generated by receding liquid
31, 60
 (Figure 28 
D, SEM, marked by arrows). They are quite rare and fairly small; their overall effect on 
the film structure is limited mainly to adsorption curves (see below). No streaks or other 
large scale non-uniformities produced by moving meniscus were observed (Figure 28 G-
L).  
6. Efficiency of Dewetting LBL Assembly 
In order to examine efficiency of the d-LBL technique, we compared the d-LBL 
and conventional LBL side-by-side using UV-vis absorbance. The optical density trends 
in d-LBL display generally larger increments and the overall trend has pronounced 
upward swing while conventional LBL displayed a typical linear growth. (Figure 29 A) 
The curve characterizing the overall accumulation of the material in d-LBL appears to be 
exponential, which further accelerated the growth in addition to the reduced number of 
steps. The linear absorbance trend was recovered when rinsing was re-introduced, for 
instance during the stage of PVA adsorption. (Figure 29 B) Thickness trends of the two 
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LBL assemblies, [PVA dewet / SWNT dewet]n and [PVA rinse / SWNT rinse]n, were 
also compared by ellipsometry measurements. (Figure 29 A) Against expectations, the 
thickness increments in the ellipsometry results are clearly linear. A probable explanation 
of the discrepancies between exponential trend in UV-vis and linear tend in ellipsometry 
is that small nano- to micro-scale islands seen in SEM. (Figure 28) They are likely to 
completely adsorb light of He-Ne laser or Xe lamp used in UV-vis spectrophotometer. 
Since, ellipsometric measurements are based on reflected beam, the islands are not 
accounted for in ellipsometric thickness, which reflect mostly linear accumulations of the 
material in the dominant surfaces of the films. UV-vis data contain the contribution of the 






Figure 29 Adsorption trends of dewetting and classical LBL. (A) Comparison of UV-vis 
accumulation curves for absorbance at 350nm and ellipsometry thickness measurements 
of d-LBL without rinsing and classical LBL of [PVA/SWNT]n system. (B) Accumulation 
curves for multiple dewetting procedure, [PVA (10sec) dewet + rinse / x times SWNT 
dewet], (x= 1, 2, 3), and [PVA (10min) rinse / SWNT (10min) rinse]. AFM images when 
SWNT deposition was repeated (C) 1, (D) 2, and (E) 3 times in a row. 
 
The efficiency of d-LBL in comparison to conventional LBL can be calculated 
from processing time of the films and taking into account difference in growth 
increments. The comparison is done for the following two settings: (1) d-LBL [PVA (10 
sec) dewet (30 sec) / SWNT (10 sec) dewet (30 sec)] and (2) conventional LBL [PVA (10 
min) + rinse (1 min) / SWNT (10 min) + rinse (1min)]. For d-LBL cycle length is ~80 sec 
while for conventional LBL it is 1320 sec. Because the ratio of slopes for the two optical 
density regressions (Figure 29 A, B) are 1.81, d-LBL is at least ~30 times more efficient 
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as applied to SWNT than conventional LBL in time-wise comparison with similar film 
qualities when considered total dewetting finished within much less than 30 sec. 
Interestingly enough, when one simply repeats the dewetting adsorption step with 
the same solution without intermediate adsorption of the other component, for instance 
series of SWNT dewetting adsorption, greater amount of this component is accumulated 
on the surface. (Figure 29 B) The UV-vis data can also be confirmed by AFM. (Figure 29 
C-E) This result is quite useful when one needs to increase the relative content of one of 
the components. In case of SWNTs, it can be used to control the nanotube loading 
without increasing their linear charge density, which is always connected to the greater 




As one can notice, adsorption steps take substantially less time in d-LBL. High 
density layers can be obtained substantially quicker than in conventional LBL. The slope 
of the material accumulation curves even in linear representation is also greater. (Figure 
29) Elimination of rinsing steps, and thus, the inevitable desorption of a portion of 
adsorbed layer is a simple but probably an incomplete answer here because the material 
accumulation curves have higher slopes even when one rinsing step is used. Additionally, 
the time of each d-LBL cycle for SWNT is so much shorter that it must be included in 
consideration. Within the limit of existing knowledge of materials transfer during 
dewetting, this observation can be explained by acceleration of the mass transport due to 
vigorous convection flows in the vicinity of the interface during the dewetting 
movements. Furthermore, metastable adsorbed components are readily stabilized by 
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instant exposure to air after dewetting. Overall, dewetting eliminates the bottleneck of 







 Therefore, the synergic combination of flow induced 
material transport and instant adsorption stabilization dramatically facilitated the 
adsorption reactions, but without any external devices.  
 
7. Dewetting LBL Assembly with SWNTs 
The d-LBL was further applied to fabrication of a free-standing SWNT-polymer 
composite film. The 300 layered d-LBL assemblies, [PVA dewet + rinse/ SWNT 
dewet]300, resulted in about ~2 m thick film (Figure 30) and displayed 229±36 MPa in 
tensile strength and 0.08±0.014 in strain. These mechanical properties are substantially 
better than those of SWNT-based composite films constructed conventional LBL 
assembly in several previous studies
26, 62
 which indicates that dewetting process can not 





Figure 30 Mechanical testing of a SWNT film fabricated by d-LBL. (A) 300 layer d-
LBL film, [PVA dewet + rinse / SWNT dewet]300, was fabricated and tested in 
mechanical strength. Stress-strain curve of the d-LBL free standing film and photo-image 
(insert) were shown. (B) Cross-sectional and (C) in-plane view SEM images of the 
SWNT-polymer composite film fabricated by d-LBL technique. Densely packed and 
finely distributed SWNTs make inter-woven structures. 
 
When SWNTs are being adsorbed on PVA layer, d-LBL gives an unusual 2D film 
morphology of the films, which can be described as the fractal network structures.
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(Figure 31) The fractal networks can be exceptionally interesting for charge transport and 
mechanical properties. (Figure 30)  Their extensive interconnectivity is essential in many 
nanotube applications, such as fuel cell membranes, and flexible electronics.
48
 The fractal 
patterns emerge because of the dewetting movements of three-phase meniscus.  They 
originate from the two different sets of forces exerting on SWNTs: the dewetting forces 
which triggers the unsteady and unstable movement of fluid along adsorbed SWNTs, and 
the hydrodynamic force caused by micro flows close to the substrate surface. The actual 
pattern is a result of SWNT adsorption during the movements combined with 
restructuring the film
31, 60, 64





Figure 31 Lateral patterns by d-LBL. AFM images of (A) 1 bilayer and (B) 2 bilayers of 
[PVA rinse/SWNTs dewet] by dewetting forces dominating LBL mode, (C) 1 bilayer and 
(D) 2 bilayers of [PVA rinse/SWNT dewet] by hydrodynamic force controlled dewetting 
mode, and (E) 1 bilayer of [PVA rinse/Cellulose NWs dewet] by dewetting forces 
dominating LBL mode and (F) 1 bilayer of [PVA rinse/Cellulose NWs dewet] by 
hydrodynamic force controlled dewetting mode. 
 
8. Morphological Control of Dewetting LBL Assembly 
The dynamics of dewetting can also be used to effect a different lateral 
organization.  When one induces a unidirectional movement of the pool of 0.5 % PSS/ 
0.05 % SWNT on the surface of the substrate by gentle stream of air or simply by the 
effect of gravity, SWNT fibers show tendency to align as in previous study.
65
  In this way, 
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we increase the hydrodynamic component, which dominate the other forces.  Alignment 
of nanotubes and other axial structures is quite important for a variety of functional 
properties of the nanostructured materials which include mechanical properties, charge 
transport, and thermal conductance. We want to point out that the concentration, 
receding/advancing contact angles, and the speed of the fluid movement in these systems 
are the key structural factors determining the lateral organization of the films in d-LBL. 
The presented two patterns are likely to be just some examples of potentially many 
patterns that can exist here brought about by and the competition of forces during 
dewetting movements and other processes.
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This control of morphology is necessary for any axial nanocolloids rather than 
being limited only to SWNTs. Alignment of cellulose NWs in Figure 31 F shows the 
generality of the morphology control by d-LBL. Obtaining of aligned structures is 
essential for all rod- and wire-like building blocks. More complex packing motifs, such 
as fractal layers, are a function of not only geometry but of other the properties of 
nanocolloids, for instance, their mechanical compliance with the flow, surface tension 
and adhesion to the substrate, which will further increase the variety of potential in-plane 
morphologies of LBL layers. 
 
9. Dewtting LBL Assembly with Various Materials  
It is necessary to show that d-LBL is applicable to the common basic 
components used for preparation of nanostructured thin films. As such, d-LBL of 
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[poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride), (PDDA) dewet / PSS dewet] and 
[poly(ethylenimine), (PEI) dewet / CdTe dewet] assemblies were performed. (Figure 32) 
The consistent exponential growth trends both in UV-vis absorbance and ellispometry 
thickness in the [PDDA dewet / PSS dewet] d-LBL were observed.  No micron scale 
islands were observed.  Instead, we saw somewhat increased roughness. In case of 
another standard builing block, such nanoparticles, d-LBL of [PEI dewet / CdTe dewet]n 
multilayer displayed low level exponential rise in UV-vis absorbance. These observations 
are consistent with those for SWNTs. Overall, the key LBL characteristics, such as 
complete surface coverage and molecularly fine structural controls can be attributed to d-
LBL as much as to the classical LBL. 
 Au nanorods (NRs) represent another fundamental building block in 
nanostructured thin films. Multilayers of Au NRs can also be easily made by d-LBL. 
(Figure 32 I-K) Importantly, d-LBL multilayers Au NRs display a qualitative distinction 
compared to the classical LBL.  Greater efficiency of deposition, results in denser layers 
with very strong mutual coupling of electronic oscillations in An NRs absent in similar 
films made by classical LBL.  Coupling of optical resonances in Au NRs is considered to 
be a prerequisite for engineering of materials with negative refractive index. 
Another interesting example of d-LBL is the assembly of 20~50 nm SnO2 
nanowires which have three dimensional branched shapes with “thorns” of 1-2 micron in 
length. (Figure 32 G-H) These SnO2 nanowires cannot be assembled by conventional 
LBL at all because of (1) limited surface charge (5mV) and (2) unfavorably small contact 
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area to the adsorption surface due to branching.  Oppositely, d-LBL produces films with 




Figure 32 Applicability of d-LBL to typical nanoscale collods and polymers. (A-C)  UV-
vis, ellipsometry trends and AFM film topology (1 and 2 layers) for d-LBL of solely 
polyelectrolyte layers [PDDA dewet / PSS dewet ]n, (D-F) UV-vis, ellipsometry trends 
and AFM film topology (1 and 2 layers) for d-LBL of nanoparticles [PEI dewet / CdTe 
dewet]n, (G-I) Comparison of UV-vis trends in d-LBL and classical LBL for branched 
SnO2 nanowires [SnO2 dewet / PDDA / PAA]n (●) and [SnO2 / PDDA / PAA]n (○).  No 
classical LBL deposition is observed. (H) SEM images of SnO2 branched wires. (I) 
Comparison of UV-vis trends in d-LBL and classical LBL for Au NRs [Au NRs dewet / 
PVA]n. and [Au NRs/ PVA]n. Note drastically different UV spectra. (I-K) SEM images of 
(J) [Au NRs rinse / PVA]2, (K) [Au NRs dewet / PVA]7. 
 
10. Young’s Equation Analysis of Dewetting LBL Assembly 
Wetting and dewetting of liquid are common phenomena which can be observed 
in everyday life. However, their theoretical analysis and observations still need to be fully 
elaborated.
67
  As applied to d-LBL induced by addition of DMF the solid-liquid-gas 
system can be described by the Young’s equation as 
xx    cos        (1) 
where x  is the surface tension at the gas-solid interface,   is the surface tension at 
the gas-liquid interface,   is the contact angle, and x  is the surface tension at the 
liquid-solid interface. In this analysis, the equilibrium contact angle refers specifically to 
the dewetting (receding) contact angle. If we add small amount of DMF in the selected 
solution, then Young’s equation becomes 
 
  xx   cos        (2) 
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where * is used to denote properties affected by DMF. Then from (1) and (2) one can 
infer 
  xx   coscos      (3) 
xx   
 coscos       (4) 
Contact angle of liquid increases after adding DMF. So, 
  and   coscos . 
The surface tension of water and DMF are 72.8 mN/m and 37.1 mN/m at 20 
o
C 
respectively and that of DMF and water mixture lies between those two limits 
(
   ). Thus, we can conclude that the requirement for achieving dewetting is 





Two advanced LBL approaches based on dewetting phenomena were introduced 
in this chapter. Dewetting LBL and SWNT Combing LBL are efficient, economic, and 
fast. Both can also be used for creation of unique adsorption topographies including 
fractal networks and aligned fibers. The experiments demonstrate that it is expected to be 
applicable to most existing LBL assembly systems and can potentially lead to 
nanostructured thin films with improved structural characteristics and mechanical, 





Quantitative SWNT strand analysis 
Various controlled adsorption morphologies of SWNTs were obtained by 
advanced LBL assemblies. Additional forces besides supra-molecular LBL adsorption 
forces were exerted for shaping alignments and fish-net networks. Therefore, quantitative 
analysis of these controlled geometry of SWNT strands are required for further 
systematic developments of advanced LBL techniques.  
 
A. Quantitative calculation of CNT alignment effects  
 We have successfully demonstrated the efficient alignment of SWNT during LBL 
assemblies. Two methods were employed: SWNT combing and dewetting techniques. 
Although their alignments were easily recognized by direct microscope observations, we 
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       (1) 
                        where, Ls = straight segment length,  = angle from the aligned direction 
Higher value of R indicates better orientation toward the alignment direction value 
starting from 1 for an ideally isotropic sample. Another way to evaluate molecular 





FFT spectrum intensities by the azimuthal angle generally have a wave function. This 
wave function can be evaluated by the full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of FFT 
power intensity. The FWHM provides the quantitative information of the degree of 
orientation and can be further processed to calculate Hermans orientation function, f.
70
   
  𝒇 =
3 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃 −1
2
        (2) 
where,  = angle from the aligned direction 
The f parameter is 0 for randomly oriented and 1 if all molecules are pure crystalline 
structures with perfect orientation. Here, we introduce quantitative analysis of SWNT’s 
alignments by both the direct statistical calculation and the image processing technique. 
The simplest way is to directly measure the angles of each SWNT’s orientation 
from the aligned direction and manually count it. We did it for both SWNT combing and 
dewetting LBL samples as shown in figure 33. The histogram of angles and straight 
segments of SWNT lies were recorded in the graph. If we calculate it for our aligned 
SWNT samples, R becomes 3.88 for the SWNT combing and 2.68 for the dewetting 
mode LBL samples. These results tell us that the forced alignment by strong air blow 
during SWNT combing resulted more efficient orientation than the natural dewetting by 




Figure 33 Calculation of anisotropy parameters of aligned SWNTs by (A-C) meniscus 
combing technique and (D-F) dewetting mode LBL. Aligned SWNTs shown in (A, D) 
AFM images were analyzed by the histograms of (B, E) angles from the alignment 
direction and (C, F) straight segment lengths of SWNTs. Calculated anisotropy 
parameters of meniscus combing and dewetting methods were 3.88 and 2.68, respectively. 
Each scale bar represents 2 micron.  
 
This direct calculation is simple and reliable. However, it is critically limited to 
only a simple and straightforward sample because of manual counting. For more complex 
images, FFT is useful for assigning an objective numerical value from the spatially 
organized structures. The 2D FFT function converts this 2D orientation image 
information into a mathematically defined frequency domain. This domain maps the rate 







Figure 34 2D FFT processing of the AFM images showing aligned SWNTs. (A, D, G, H) 
original AFM images, (B, E, H, K) FFT processing of the AFM images, and (C, F, I) 
normalized intensity average plots vs. azimuthal angles of the FFT images were shown. 
The alignments of SWNTs were by (A-C) 1L SWNT combing, (D-F) 2L SWNT combing, 




The digital FFT processing of our AFM images showing SWNT alignments were done 
by using Image J software (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/) following the detailed procedures 
by J. Corey et al..
71
 Alignments of SWNTs shown in AFM images resulted in butterfly 
patterns in FFT converted images. Thus, these butterfly patterns are plotted into wave-
functions in the normalized intensity graph along radii at each angle (at 1º from the 
positive x-axis to 360º).  The width of peak can be described by the FWHM, which 
further informs the degree of alignment information, here. Generally, smaller FWHM 
corresponds to higher and denser degree of alignments of SWNTs. If we performed these 
calculations for the LBL assembled samples, 71º, 110º, and 146º were obtained for 1L, 
2L SWNT combing and dewetting LBL samples, respectively. Random orientation by 
conventional LBL assembly produced a broad shapeless pattern in the FFT converted 
images.  As mentioned, this FWHM can be further processed to the orientation function if 
the wave-functions are well defined. However, the asymmetric bump shown in the AFM 
images will cause significant errors even after fitting a wave-function. 
 
B. Persistence length of SWNTs during LBL assembly 
Semi-flexible thread-like structures were represented by worm-like chain model 
as random-coil and rigid-rod models for flexible and stiff ones, respectively. This worm-
like chain model is suitable for analyzing the behaviors of stiff polymers, double-helical 
DNAs, poly-peptides, and CNTs. Here, we want to analyze the SWNT’s molecular 
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conformation in the LBL assembly by employing a worm-like chain model, which can be 
expressed by a persistence length.  
A SWNT is one of the stiffest materials in nature. However, the thinness of 
SWNTs alters their molecular straightness, particularly in a nanocomposite, which can 
affect the reinforcement efficiencies as well as functional contributions on a hybrid 
structure. However, judicious estimation of the persistence length has not been widely 
performed in SWNT nanocomposites due to the difficulties of end-to-end distance 
observation for a long SWNTs. Experimentally, only limited ranges of SWNTs in a 
confined state were reported. Theoretically, Yakobson et al. calculated that the 
persistence length (a) of freely suspended defect-free SWNTs are a = 9.7 m for (5,5) 
and a = 11 m for (9,0) nanotubes at room temperature.
72
 Experimental determinations of 
the persistence length were much smaller than those. Sano et al. observed that the 
persistence length of the ring-formed SWNTs were around 800 nm.
73
 Their SWNTs were 
heavily oxidized and severely weakened by strong acid mixtures of H2SO4/HNO3. 
Because the persistence lengths are correlated by the stiffness and the conformation of 
strands, their persistence length of ring SWNTs might be significantly lowered by severe 
chemistry.  
The SWNTs adsorbed on a flat substrate by LBL assembly can be treated as a 2-
dimensional topography. Thus, 2-dimensional persistence length formula can be used.
74
  
 𝐷2 2𝐷 = 4𝑎𝐿𝑐  1 −
2𝑎
𝐿𝑐
 1 − exp⁡ −
𝐿𝑐
2𝑎
          (2) 
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where, D = the end-to-end distance, a = the persistence length, Lc = the contour 
length of SWNTs.  
 
 
Figure 35 Calculation of SWNT’s persistence length during LBL assembly. (A) AFM 
image of a freely dried SWNT LBL. Only well exfoliated SWNTs, whose both ends were 
shown, are selected to the persistence length calculation. (B) Plot of end-to-end distance 
(D) to contour length (Lc) of selected SWNTs.  
 
In order to understand SWNT’s conformation during LBL assembly, a freely 
dried LBL sample without directed forces, which usually stretch SWNTs to be straighter, 
was selected as shown in figure 35 A. The plot of the end-to-end distance (D) versus the 
contour length (Lc) indicates that the discrepancy between D and Lc generally increases 
by longer SWNTs. The average persistence length with selected 20 SWNTs, which were 
well exfoliated and clearly showed both ends, was 16.5 m. The maximum and minimum 
were 168.7 and 0.99 m. As we can easily projected, wide ranges of persistence lengths 
were observed because many different conformations of adsorbed SWNTs exist on a 
surface. Furthermore, the CNI SWNTs used here have rather perfect crystalline structures 
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with little defects unlike curled MWNTs, whose static bending persistence length was 
merely 271 nm with intrinsic structural defects.
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Next Generation Electronic Materials 
A. Smart Electronic Yarns and Wearable Fabrics Made by CNT Coating 
1. Summary 
The idea of electronic yarns and textiles appeared quite some time, but their 
properties often do not meet practical expectations.
1-3
 In addition to chemical/mechanical 
durability and high electrical conductivity, important materials qualifications include 
weavablity, wearability, light weight, and “smart” functionalities.  Here we demonstrate a 
simple process of transforming general commodity cotton threads into intelligent e-
textiles using a polyelectrolyte-based coating with CNTs.  Efficient charge transport 
through the network of nanotubes (20 cm) and the possibility to engineer tunneling 
junctions make them promising materials for many high knowledge-content garments.  
Along with integrated humidity sensing, we demonstrate that CNT/cotton threads can be 
used to detect albumin, the key protein of blood, with high sensitivity and selectivity.  
Notwithstanding future challenges, these proof-of-concept demonstrations provide a 
direct pathway for the application of these materials as wearable biomonitoring and 




Nanocomposites have the potential to significantly surpass the properties of 
conventional bulk materials such as ceramics and metals.
4
  Among widespread nanoscale 
building blocks, such as organic or inorganic nanowires and nanodots, CNTs are regarded 
as one of the most versatile because of their superior mechanical and electrical properties 
and geometrical perfection.
5







 for subsequent manufacturing of high-strength 
composites and laminates.  Dilute CNT solutions have also been used to prepare 
transparent flexible conductive films
10
 and electronic inks
11





. CNT yarns have also been applied in electronics applications 
such as field-emission filaments.
14
  However, Atkinson et al. have reported that current 
CNT-based yarns are not very suitable for general electronic textile (e-textile) 
applications
 
because of basic scaling issues when moving from micron-/nano-sized single 
CNT fibers and yarns to mm–thick, multi-strand forms.
15
  In textile-related applications, 
CNT yarns have been made by direct drawing from CNT forests
9, 16
 and, in some cases, 
dyeing process have been applied to commercial fabrics in order to impregnate them with 
nanotubes.
17, 18
  However, vast majority of the studies on textile modification with 
nanomaterials was carried with nanoparticles.
19-23
  The reasons for addition of metal and 
semiconductor nanoparticles to fabrics were the following: fashionably glittering colors, 
antimicrobial function; UV protection, wrinkle resistance and anti odor function.
19-23
 
Development of smart fabrics with biomonitoring functionalities has great importance for 
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a variety of health conditions and  professions, which was so far accomplished only with 
quite clumsy, heavy, and complex optical detectors integrated in the fabric.
24
 
The essential qualities of e-textiles include wearability, weaveability, and 
flexibility as well as electrical conductivity.
1-3
  The combination of these properties can 
lead to tremendous changes in the technology and functionality of apparel, starting with 
advanced clothing for high-risk professions, medical monitoring, and integrated 
communication.
25
  Conductive metal wires and other rigid fibers have been used in the 
past to demonstrate proof-of-concept wearable electronics.
26
 Unfortunately, these 
materials do not provide textiles with sufficient biological compatibility, flexibility, 
durability, and mobile comfort as well as intelligent functionalities like integrated smart 
sensing.
27
 The manufacturing process of these fibers is also quite complex. 
In this chapter, cotton yarn has been coated with CNTs and polyelectrolytes.  This 
method provides a fast, simple, robust, low-cost, and readily scalable process for making 
e-textiles, reminiscent of LBL assembly processes used before.
19, 28
 The resulting 
CNT/cotton yarns showed high electrical conductivities as well as some functionality due 
to biological modification of inter-nanotube tunneling junctions.  When the CNT/cotton 
yarn incorporated anti-albumin, it became an e-textile biosensor that quantitatively and 
selectively detected albumin, the essential protein in blood. The same sensing approach 




3. Preparation and Characterization of E-Textiles 




 or PSS-water 
solutions.  A general commodity cotton thread (1.5 mm in diameter) was dipped in the 
prepared CNT dispersions and dried (Figure 36 A, B).  Dipping technique for modifying 
fabric is the most convenient way of processing of fabric and should be considered as a 
great advantage of the described method because of simplicity and simple integration 
with existing processing steps. After several repetitive dips, the cotton thread became 
conductive with a resistivity as low as 20 Ω/cm. (Note that the units of resistivity used 
here are Ω/cm which is reflective of the one-dimensional nature of threads. Calculation of 
the resistivity in the form similar to metal wires is impossible for the case of coated fibers 
because of uncertainty with the total volume and cross-sectional area of the conductive 
layers).  As a demonstration of the conductivity, we easily powered an LED device 
connected to a battery by the prepared threads (Figure 36 C). 
  Once the adsorbed CNT/cotton threads were dried, it was impossible to 
remove the adsorbed CNTs from the fibers by exposure to solvents, heat, or a 
combination of both.  The incorporation of CNTs into the cotton yarn was much more 
efficient than their adsorption into carbon fibers, which was tried elsewhere.
30
 This could 
be a result of the efficient interaction of polyelectrolytes with cotton and other natural 
polysaccharide- and cellulose-based materials, such as paper,
31
 which is well known in 
industry.
32
  Additionally, the flexibility of the CNTs allowed them to conform to the 




Figure 36 Photographs of SWNT-cotton yarn.  (A) Comparison of the original and 
surface modified yarn.  (B) 1 m-long piece as made.  (C) Demonstration of LED emission 
with the current passing through the yarn. 
 
The morphology of CNT/cotton yarns were observed by SEM (Figure 37).  Both 
SWNTs and MWNTs stabilized in Nafion
TM
 seamlessly cover the exterior of every strand 
of cotton yarn so that numerous electrical carrier paths can be formed.  The weight ratio 
of CNTs and Nafion
TM
 in the dispersion was 1:1 in both cases, which is well above than 
percolation threshold of the solid composites.  The lower limit of CNT loading in 
polymers is around 0.002 wt%, although it significantly varies with the molecular 
distribution in composite structures and the degree of CNT exfoliation.
33
 The differences 
between SWNT and MWNT coatings can also be seen.  SWNTs form a tighter and more 
dispersed network than large and rigid MWNTs, easily recognizable even at fairly low 
magnifications (Figure 37 D).  One should expect substantially different electrical 
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transport properties because it has been demonstrated that the uniformity of nanotube 





Figure 37 SEM images of e-textiles.  SWNT-Nafion
TM
 coated (A, B) and MWNT-
Nafion
TM
 coated (C, D) cotton threads after one dipping cycle. 
 
 We tested the dependence of the conductivity of the prepared CNT/cotton 
yarns on several experimental parameters: the type of CNT and polymer, CNT-polymer 
ratio, and deposition technique (Figure 38 A). For the same CNT-polymer ratio, yarn 
made from Nafion
TM
-stabilized CNTs in ethanol is 2 orders of magnitude more 
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conductive than that made from PSS-stabilized CNTs in water.  In more quantitative 
terms, MWNT-Nafion
TM
 yarn obtained after 10 deposition cycles exhibited a resistivity 
of 118 /cm.  Similarly processed yarn comprised of SWNTs exhibited resistivities as 
low as 25 /cm.  Post-processing acid treatment
35
 and thermal annealing
34
 reduced the 
resistivity of SWNT-Nafion
TM
 yarn even further, 40% (15 cm) and 23% (19 cm), 
respectively.  In comparison with other electronic textiles, fabrics, and threads, the 
resistivity of the yarn in Figure 36 is two orders of magnitude lower than the resistivity of 
comparable CNT-dyed textiles (7.8 k/cm).
17
  Furthermore, the reported resistivity of 1 
cm-long yarn drawn from CNT forests is at best, if converted to the scale used here, in 
the range of a few k/cm.
14, 36
  
The strength of the CNT/cotton yarn is more than 2 times higher than that of the 
original cotton thread due to a reduction of the overall diameter, densification and 
stronger adhesion of the fibers to each other by the polymer material.  The mechanical 
property data of the original cotton and CNT-coated yarn are: ultimate yield strength, 
41.6 MPa and 87.8 MPa; initial modulus, 140 MPa and 342 MPa; and tensile breaking 
strain, 0.36 and 0.28, respectively.  The density-normalized breaking energy is 65 kJ/kg 
for both threads, which indicates that most of the energy is absorbed by the structural 
cotton backbone. Even though the cotton yarn became slightly harder after being coated 
with SWNTs, it is still very flexible and soft, both of which are important for the 
wearability of electronic fabric. Single exposure of the produced yarn to different 





Figure 38 Physical properties of CNT-cotton yarn.  (A) Dependence of electrical 
resistance on the CNT nature, polymer structure, and number of dipping cycles.  (B) 
Effect of humidity on electrical resistance (tested at 20
o
C).  (C) Stress-strain curves for 
the CNT-cotton yarn and the original cotton thread. 
 
4. Humidity Sensor Application of E-Textiles 
The fairly low electrical resistance of CNT/cotton yarn allows for convenient 
sensing applications which may not require any additional electronics or converters. At 
the same time, too high metallic conductance will be a disadvantage for sensing because 
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it will reduce dynamic range and increase the power control accuracy necessary for 
sensing. If the high conductivity fabrics made here becomes a problem, it can always be 
reduced to the necessary values as described in Figure 38 A. When considering sensing 
applications, we also need to take into account the polymer’s characteristics in order to 
maximize the signal-to-noise ratio and sensing linearity in different environments.  PSS is 
more hydrophilic than Nafion
TM
, and, thus, CNT-Nafion
TM
 is more advantageous for dry-
state sensing while CNT-PSS will be more advantageous in humid conditions. For 
intelligent fabric demonstrations, the CNT-Nafion
TM
 yarn was tested as a humidity sensor 
in a dry state while CNT-PSS yarn served as a wet-state bio-sensor platform. 
The electrical resistance of 5 cm-long SWNT-Nafion
TM
 yarn was measured in air 
by varying the humidity between 10 and 90% (Figure 38 B).  As the humidity was raised, 
the resistance increased.  This is most likely a result of reversible hygroscopic swelling of 
both Nafion
TM
 and cotton, which readily disrupts the electron transport between CNTs.  
The change in the resistance was almost instantaneous, and the signal was strong even in 
the very dry conditions of 20% humidity. Sensitivity to humidity changes also gives a 
good indication of the so-called “breathability” of the material, which is also an important 
parameter for smart fabrics. 
 
5. Bio-Sensor Application of E-Textiles 
Another example of an integrated, functional biosensor was demonstrated using 
SWNT-PSS yarn. We chose the antigen/antibody reaction between human serum albumin 
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(HSA) and its respective immunoglobulin (IgG) anti-HSA for several reasons: (1) this is 
a model system that can be generalized to many other relevant antigen/antibody systems 
of interest; (2) albumin is the key protein of blood and can be used to sense bleeding, 
which in extreme situations may be impossible to detect by any other method, which is of 
key importance for many high-risk occupations; and (3) monitoring physiological health 
conditions should be one of the key functions of smart clothes. 
PSS is known as an excellent stabilizer of proteins and can be used to form a LBL  
film with IgG antibodies.
37, 38
  We added anti-HSA directly to the SWNT-PSS solution 
and coated the cotton yarn as before.  The CNT-IgG/cotton yarn was frozen and then 
dried under vacuum in order to minimize antibody denaturation.  This cycle was repeated 
three times before use.  For sensing experiments, two different albumin proteins were 
used; human serum albumin (HSA, 67 kDa) and bovine serum albumin (BSA, 66 kDa).  
Each experiment involved the measurements of conductivity of yarns being in contact 
with a 500 l aqueous volume of water. 50 l aliquots of bovine and human albumins at 
different concentration were added to this starting volume.  Different concentrations of 
albumin were obtained by ×1000, ×100, and ×10 dilution of the stock solution (denoted 
as x1 dilution) of corresponding albumins: 11.9 M for HSA and 30 M for BSA.  
Detection of the antigen with CNT-IgG/cotton yarn was very sensitive and selective.  The 
presence of analyte around the CNT-IgG/cotton yarn was indicated by an increase in 
conductivity (Figure 39 A, B).  The detectable concentration of HSA was as low as 119 
nM (Figure 38 A, ×100), producing a signal drop of 2980  which is a 2.5% change 
from the baseline.  As a reference, the HSA concentration in our blood ranges from 446 
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M to 746 M. The high sensitivity obtained in these experiments is comparable or 
exceeds that of sensing devices based on surface modified cantilevers similar to those 
used in AFM.
39
  Needles to say that the SWNT yarns are much simpler and possibly a 
more affordable system than nanomechanical sensor arrays.  At the same time, the 
selectivity of the SWNT-cotton yarn sensor was also high.  Structurally similar BSA at a 
concentration as high as 30 M (Figure 39 B, ×1) produced only a small signal change of 
1100  (0.49% of the base) in the sensor aimed for detection of human albumin.  It is 
also important to highlight the fact that we used in this work electrical methods of analyte 
detection as opposed to optical means as being done in other approaches to biomonitoring 
with smart fabric being developed in several European institutions.
24
 Optical components 
are more expensive, complex, and have greater power requirements.   
The signal transduction mechanism is believed to involve the release or 
significant rearrangement of IgGs from the CNT/cotton yarn.  Negatively-charged HSA 
reacts with anti-albumin, which is followed by the process of expulsion from the SWNT-
cotton matrix by the negatively charged polyelectrolyte, such as PSS.  As a result, more 
extensive SWNT contacts are formed producing a more conductive network, resulting in 
the drop of the resistance.  Because the contact resistance between SWNTs is affected by 
changes in the tunneling junction as small as a few angstroms, the removal or 
rearrangement of large protein macromolecules with diameters of a few nanometer 
results in a very substantial change in resistivity as one can see above from exceptional 
sensitivity obtained. SEM observations and cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements 
corroborate the suggested signal transduction mechanism. SEM images show substantial 
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restructuring upon exposure to the target protein.  Before the biosensing reaction, the 
SWNT-PSS-anti-HSA coating displays a wavy morphology (Figure 39 F, G), which 
likely originates from the drying of frozen SWNT-PSS-anti-HSA yarn under vacuum.  
After HSA detection, the wavy structures have disappeared; flat coatings with clearly 
visible SWNT networks can be seen.  While we cannot distinguish whether the reacted 
antibody was released from the nanocomposite or simply rearranged, it is evident that 
after reaction with HSA, the SWNTs formed a more compact phase and, thus, more 
efficient percolation routes. These observations were further validated by CV 
measurements in which the anti-HSA coated smart yarn was set as a working electrode. 
CV data indicate a clear increase of conductivity of the smart fabric upon the less diluted 
antigen proteins (Figure 39 C) in solution confirming the partial removal of the insulating 
spacing between the SWNTs. This effect is clearly absent when no antibody was 
incorporated between the nanotubes (Figure 39 D).  
The suggested signal transduction mechanism implies one-time sensing upon 
complete removal of the antibodies, or cumulative sensing of the protein until it has been 
completely removed.  From a fundamental standpoint, it would be interesting to engineer 
a coating with reversible sensing functionality.  From a practical standpoint, however, 
which must consider (1) the limited life-time of antibodies and (2) the actual 
circumstances that can result in the appearance of blood, the multiple use of this sensor is 
unlikely. So, the reversible sensor to HSA might be interesting from academic point of 







Figure 39  Demonstration of the biosensing functionality of SWNT-modified yarn using 
a generic antibody-antigen reaction.  (A)  Effect of the concentration of HSA (11.9 M at 
×1 dilution) and (B) BSA (30 M at ×1 dilution) on conductivity of a CNT-PSS-anti-
HSA coated yarn. (C, D) Cyclic voltammetry measurements of HSA (11.9 M at ×1 
dilution) on (C) a CNT-PSS-anti-HSA coated yarn and (D) a CNT-PSS yarn (E) 
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Suggested detection mechanism of antibody-antigen reaction.  SEM images before (F, G) 
and after (H, I) the antibody/antigen reaction. 
 
6. Conclusion 
In summary, the conductive SWNT-modified cotton yarn obtained as described 
here offers a uniquely simple yet remarkably functional solution for wearable electronics 
and smart textiles, with many parameters exceeding the existing technological solutions, 
including those using carbon materials. From the proof-of-concept biosensor 
demonstrated here, we believe that further development of these materials could 
potentially include (1) reversible sensing schemes for relevant biological 
compounds/markers, (2) various sensors for body functions including monitoring of 
degree of contusion/blast damage, and (3) multiplexed sensing of 5-6 analytes with yarns 
modified in different ways.  We also might add that energy harvesting materials and 
fabrics with charge storage capabilities are also possible for the fabrics described here.  
The latter goal could be the most challenging but nevertheless suitable for the SWNT-
cotton composite because of the nature of CNTs, the fairly high conductivity obtained, 
and supercapacitor properties of carbon nanotubes.  As a final note, we also need to note 
that the toxicological issues of CNTs, extensive cell-culture data indicates that the solid 
CNT-polymer composites are largely benign.
40, 41
  Nevertheless, the question of long-
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Conclusion and Future Research Direction 
A. Conclusion of Thesis 
In this thesis, I presented LBL assembly of CNT materials design with emphasis 
of bridging the properties of CNTs to the real world applications. Combinations of 
superior properties of SWNTs and excellent nanostructural controllability of LBL 
assembly provided great opportunities to create new class of materials. Indeed, SWNTs 
and LBL assemblies have shown many ‘Miracles of Science’, and I am the one who 
observed those. One SWNT LBL assembled nanocomposite has demonstrated their 
stronger, tougher, and stiffer properties simultaneously. Another LBL coating with black 
SWNTs has displayed more conductive, more transparent, and stronger properties at a 
same time. I should indicate that, however, the potential of this CNT LBL assembly has 
not yet been fully developed. This thesis provides only a little starting point of the quest 
to a big ‘Blue Ocean’ of this nanotechnology: Molecularly controlled LBL assembly with 
multi-functional CNTs. 
I also hope that this thesis presented right understandings, opportunities, and 
promises of LBL assembly to search the next generation multi-component functional 
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materials. Molecular-scale structural tuning and wide ranges of materials option of LBL 
assembly will further enrich our materials life in future world. Surely, this LBL assembly 
of multi-component functional materials allows anyone to have the most powerful tools 
to probe challenging future complex materials design and process.   
 
B. Future Research Direction 
My future research aim is to bridge nano-scale functional properties to real world 
applications by molecularly controlled assemblies. This research is one of the most 
crucial parts of the next generation complex material systems because of the difficulty 
and insufficiency of transferring superior nanomaterials’ properties to the macro-scale 
applications. The strategies are focusing on the experimental preparations of (1) 
thermoelectric (TE) energy conversion material systems, (2) transparent, stretchable, 
electronic materials, and fundamental studies of (3) macro-scale materials properties 
tailored by nanostructures. The emphasis of my research will be low-cost, large-scale, 
high-throughput, and robust materials processing in which I am specialized. 
More explicitly, my future research will have the following directions: 
 Preparation of soft TE nanocomposites from one-dimensional nanowires (NWs). 
This requires the fundamental understanding of phonon scattering and electron 
conduction at the interfaces of NWs as well as precise assembly techniques 
enabling molecular scale control. The nanocomposites will be fabricated towards 
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a light weight, flexible, and high efficient TE energy generator for replacing 
batteries in micro-scale prosthetics and robots, as well as for processing of large-
scale flexible thin film energy generators. 
 Preparation of the next generation transparent, stretchable, electronic materials for 
the applications of smart windows, roll-to-roll solar cells, biomedical devices, and 
many emerging flexible electronics. Furthermore, doping and buckling conditions 
of CNTs and wide range of polymeric matrix will add smart functionality such as 
environmental condition monitoring, responsive optical and mechanical 
transduction. 
 Fundamental studies of micro-/nano- structures and material components for 
improving functional performances such as thermoelectric, mechanical, electrical, 
thermal, optical, and photovoltaic properties. The expertise on advanced LBL 
processes such as combing, dewetting, spin-assisted, and all-nanomaterial 
methods will be benefited in verifying the effects of the complex nanostructures. 
Furthermore, the nanocomposite design will be extended to biomimetic material 
approaches, inspired by biological materials where their versatility, adaptability, 
and performance are often superior to many man-made ceramics and composites. 
 
